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when', one appTies fert~lz~r to ' the l.a,nd lie ,i"s trying to ~~lp;ply 
. one or more of three , elements in a sQluble form or to supply 
somethi~g ' tliat' will change the 'eieme~ts already' present but un-
available 'to ' the s~iuble form ' so th~t plants may us~ them , or 
that they may act as reagents. These elements are nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potash. In recent years it has been found in 
some states (Oregon, e.g.) that sulfur when used as a fertilizer 
serves to improve the growth of alfalfa. 'Some of these and po's-
sibly other elements may aid vegetable"growth in various other 
ways than by supplying piant food directly. 
The materials 'considered in this work for the 'purpose of de-
termining their value as fertilizers are peat, lake salts, gypsum, 
marl, pyrite, phosphates, limestone and dolomite. The fertilizer 
value in 'peat is. found chiefly in its organic matter, nitrogen, 
phosphate and sulfur; that of gypsum, in its content of calcium 
sulphate ana in its effects where it is used; that of marl, lime-
stone and dolomite, in their calcium carbonate, magnesium car-
bonate and phosphate and in their chemical, physical and biolog-
ical effects where they are used. 
Pota.csh,. 
Several reports saying that certain Iowa lakes contained de-
posits of potash have been circulated. One of these emanated 
from the vicinity of Goose Lake in Greene county where samples 
were obtained for 'analysis at Iowa State College ~t Ames'. The 
analytical tests which, were made failed to show the presence of 
potash. ' '. 
Since potash in lakes is found 'only in salt' lakes and in arid 
and semiarid regions, it is :useless to search for it in fresh water 
lakes in a ' ~tate, haVing the abundance of rainfall that is common 
here. ., ' . .. ". ',' ." 
, \ 
, " Gyps~ 
., 
Many; Y~;:P,,; ag,o rilO:st ~f ,the gypsum mined and ,quarried was 
used as a soil amendment but during the past decade only a 
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small part, about three per cent of the output 'of the United 
States, has been so used. Recently it has been learned that one 
,of the uses of gypsum when put on soil is to supply sulfur, which 
is 'now used on some crops, such as alfalfa, in some states. An , 
exhaustive treatment of Iowa gypsum may be found in reference 
63 recently issued by the Iowa Geological Survey. Iowa gypsum 
produces a high quality of "land plaster", ' 
Pyrite 
' This name is used for ' two closely related sullldes of iron-
pyrite and marcasite. Where it is pure and abundant, this min-
eral is used to some extent in the fertilizer industry. In Iowa it 
is most commonly found as a brassy-looking mineral in ,coal and 
.is known as "sulfur" by many and also as "fool's gold". 
Investigations conducted during a long perIod of years in the 
department of mining , engineering at Iowa S,tate Coll-ege show 
that it is impossible to separate the pyrite from the coal on a 
paying' basis. 
Peat 
Methods of procedure.-Samples of peat were , taken from 
representative locations in nearly every county in the area of 
the Wisconsin glacial drift. _These were analyzed in the depart-
ment of chemistry at Iowa State College. Tests having previ- . 
oU'sly been made on Iowa peats for their fuel value, (ref. 15) it 
remairied to test for possible value as fertilizer. The content of 
nitrogen and of phosphate was determined in each sample with 
the results as tabulated on page 102. 
Though Iowa peat easily catches fire in the, bog and burns 
slowly for weeks or even months it does not burn well enough to 
be used as a fuel where much heat is needed. ' 
Uses of peat land.---:}.'lany of the areas covered with peat are 
lying as waste land, but some have been drained and are being 
used successfully as truck gardens which produce yarious kinds 
of vegetables 'for the market. Large areas in the northern 
counties of the state devoted to' a single crop have been success-
ful in growing excellent yields of potatoes 'and sugar beets of 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PLATE III 
FORT DODGE GYPSUM. VIEW SHOWING ITS BANDED STRUCTURE. 
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'high quality. _, T!:is. su~~e.st~ a:possibl~ use as an enrichment for, 
other land. ' 
USES OF PEAT. 
As fertilizer.-In Europe peat is used chiefly for fu~l but in 
America its principal importance is due to its value in the fertil-
izer industry. The manufacture of filler for chemical fertilizers 
requires the major part of the domestic product. Black, thor-
oughly d~cayed peat is conside:r:ed better than the more fibrous 
brown types for this purpose. This use of peat is growing in 
favor. 
Inoculated peat.-To increase its percentage of nitrogen, peat 
is now being ' inoculated with nitrifying bacteria. Inoculated 
peat is used for fertilizer in England, and in the United States 
commercial quantities have been manufactured aml sold to a 
very small extent. ~our per cent of nitrogen is reported in peat 
that was inoculated after repeated treatment with a dilute solu-
tion of ammonium sUlphate. ' 
Other 'uses.-Peat is also inixed with molasses and made into 
a stock food. ' About seven per cent of the peat produced in the 
United States is used i.n this :way. ,Those varieties of peat which 
are fibrous are usea as bedding for animals ,and for packing. 
The fine material sifted from moss litter by screening ~s known 
as "mull" and is used for deodorizing, disinfecting, fiitering 
and also for packing. Some of the fibrous peats can be used in 
the manufacture of cloth and pap~r. 
Analyses of peat.-The table below gives the locations from 
which samples of peat were p'rocured for 'analysis and also the 
percentage composition of nitrogen, and of pho'sphate expressed 
as P 205 • ' Nearly all 'samples of peat contain small amounts, 
about one-half to one per cent, of sulfur. See the map (PI. IV) 
opposite page 102. 
,,: 
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,Analyses of Iowa Peat . . 
Lab. N . P 20 5 
County Township No. Section Per Cent ' Per Cent 
Boone Colfax 41 SE. :14 of NW. :14 of 34 . 2.37 0.78 
Boone Yell 44 NE. :14 of SE. ,:I4,of.32 2.40 0.45 
Caihoun Sherman 46 SW. :14 of 32 1.39 0.50 
E=et Iowa Lake 68 NW. :14 of NW. 1,4 of 4 2.25 ' 0.69 
Greene Bristoi 45 SE. :14 of SE. :14 o,f 1 .. . 2.29 ' T 
Hamilton Lyon · 21 SE. :14 of NW. :14 of 32 1.71 0.649 W 
Hamilton Lyon 22 · SE. ·14 of NW. :14 of 32 2.08 0~525 W 
Hamilton Rose Grove 63 SE. :14 of 23 2.38 0.53 
Hancock Garfield 62 NW.:14 of 30 2.43 0.48 
Hardin Concord 69 Lille bet. 25 and 36 ' 2.08 , 0.64 
Story Palestine 42 . SW. :14 of 22 1.34 0.78 
Story Franklin 43 SE. :14 of NW. :14 of 36 1.61 0.50 
Webster r>ayton. 47 ~. :14, of SW. :14 of 6 · 1.(8 . 0.41 
Winnebago Center 65 NE. :14 of 15 2.71 0.87 . 
Winnebago Center 66 NW. :14 ofSE. :14 of 3(1 2.90 . 0.87 
Winnebago King 67 NW. :14 of NE. :14 of 26 1.50 0.81 
Worth Fertile ' 32 2.15 0.531 W 
Worth Fertile 33 2.16, 0.486 W 
Wright jLake 61 :t-I"'E. :14 of NE. :14 of 1 2.59 0.63 
Wright · Blaine 64 . NW. l,4 of NW. :14 of 35 ' 1.88 0.57 
Analyses in the . above table marked ,lV, wer.e made by E . H. 
Wallace; those unmarked.are by H. E . Flanders. Th,ese analysts 
are in the depart:ment of chemistry at Iowa, St~te Colleg~ . . 
. , 
DESCRIPTI ON BY COUNTIES. 
. .. 
The lqcations of peat bogs, ~heir r~lative importance and their 
relation to the various morainic . deposits (tentatively located) 
are shown on the accompanying map, Plaie IV, which is .based 
on incomplete field work. There ha~ recently bee~ a reassign-
ment of names to some of the,se moraines: (Ref. 68.) . 
Boone Count y.-:-B 0 one county is in the middle 6f the south-
I 
ern extremity of the Gary moraine, which reaches its maximum 
development in the north-centraL part, of the coun,ty. . Here very 
little peat is found but in the we~tern part of the county, where 
the moraine covers a wider tract, 'peat bogs ' have .develop.ed 
among the hills. In the southern half of the county, smaller but 
more numerous 'hogs are found scattered among the smaller re-
cessional knobs and undulations. 
Sainp~e number 41 was collected from a ten acre bog of brown 
fibrous peat about three miles southwest of Napier. Though the 
bog does not exceed eighteen inches. in depth, it is fairly typical 
of a number of small bogs in southeastern Boone, in northern 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PLATE IV 
P LATE IV.-A PRELIMINARY MAP OF THE WISCONSI N GLACIATED AREA I N IOWA. LINE OF DASHE S SFTO\\' S BORDER AS DETERMINED BY THE IOWA SCIL SURVEY. THE RE, 
CESSIONAL MORAINES-THE GARY, HUMBOLDT AND ALGONA STAGE S-ARE SHOWN IN DOTTED AREAS. OPEN SQUARE S SHO\\' LOCATIO N OF IMPORTANT PEAT BOGS; TRIANGLES, 
LOCATION OF SMALLER BOGS OR GROUFS OF BOGS: X SHOWS LOCATIONS FROM WHICH SAMPLES WERE OBTAINE D FOR ANALYSTS, EX CEPT NORTHEAST OF MASON CITY WHERE IT 
SHOWS TE STED OUT CROP OF LIlI1ESTO~E ; X WITHIN CIRCLE SHOW S "LOCALITIES PltQD UCI NG AGRIC ULTURAL LIlIrE. THERE HAS RE CE NTLY BEEN A REASSIGNMENT OF NAMES TO 
SOlliE 0.' THESE MORAINES (REF. 68 ) . 
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Polk, and in adjacent parts of Dallas and Story counties. The 
. triangles shown on the map represent a number of bogs in each 
locality. 
Sample number 44 was selected from a drained bog, (fig. 8) ' 
near the Chicago and North Western railway about one mile 
east of the city limits of Ogden. The specimen consists of 
brown fibrous peat ranging from two to three feet in depth. 
Some of the plant ingredients of the rush type are remarkably 
well preserved. The bog lies between minor :r:ecessional deposits. 
Calhouin County.'-A bog located about half a mile west of the 
south end . of North Twin Lake supplied the sample studied as 
FIG. S'.-A drained peat .bog east of Ogden, Boone county. The peat is two to three feet thick. 
nun.lber 46. The material is a very dark brown to black peat 
showing very little of the fibrous character. Some of it is well 
rotted. Several small bogs occur I in this part of the county 
among the hills of the smaller moraines. 
Cerro Gordo County.-The outer margin of the Wisconsin 
drift sheet extends nearly north and south and passes less than 
a mile east of the city of Clear Lake. From this margin west-
ward there are several bogs in each township of the Wisconsin 
drift area, which includes all of the western tier of townships in 
the county. ' 
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Emmet ·Co'U(nty . ...:.......V,ery little peat is ·found in rthe western part 
of the county among the larger, highe,r morainic' hills. The area · 
from the river eastward lies wholly within the Algona reces-
sional ·stages · of the: Wisconsin ice sheet and :here' a: large number 
of bogs have formed. The' sa;mple analyzed, 'nurriber 68, was 
taken from the large bog about three miles'north 'of Armstrong 
in Iowa Lake township and'about a quarter bf a mile .east of the 
school house. (See map, Plate IV, and table, page' 102.') This bog 
covers approximately a thousand acres and ·has depths' of three 
to nine feet with an average of about four feet. It lies between 
minor rem~ssional ridges .. - This peat is fine in texture and is 
brown to nearly black. 
Other important areas. are found within two or three miles 
, northwest and southeast of Gridley; about the same distances 
east and south of HaIfa; about' four miles southwest of Ring-
sted; a mile or more north and south of Swan Lake; and within 
two miles east of Mud Lake. Each triangle on the map repre-
sents several bogs. The chain of lakes drained by Jack creek' 
seems to occupy a partly filled preglacial valley or other depres-
sion. The depressions containing -the peat in this part of the 
coimty may trace their origin in part to the same cause but are 
due chiefly to unequal deposition of the glacial tilL 
Franklin County.--,-Most of the county "vest of a line drawn 
from Clear Lake to Ackley through Hampton is covered with 
Wisconsin glacial till and the bogs are all in this area. Several 
are located in Oakland township north and northeast of Bur-
dette. These range in size from forty acres to two hundred 
acres and in depth from two to eleven feet. One of them extends 
along "Big, Slough-" ,from sections 35 and 36 in Morgan town-
ship thro:ugh section 1 or Oakland and into section 6 of ~ee 
township. 9ther bogs occur in Scott and Morgan townships as 
is shown on the map. The bogs of this county are very intimate-
ly associated with t~e best .developed ridges of the moraines. 
Greene County.-'-The Goose Lake area is the large~t in the 
county. It lies just.within the inner margin of the , Gary moraine 
some , eight miles no~thw:est of J efferso;n. . Sample 45 was taken 
about . 300 yards from the south end of the ,lake. ,Most of the 
peat is brown and fibrous, though some of it is nearly bl;:tck a~d 
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well , decayed . .. It .is .about eighteen inches thick. , Figure 9 .gives 
a view of the lake before it was drained. 
Hamilton Go'/.vnty.~The largest area in the county, containing 
about 700 acres; is -in the bed of the former Iowa Lake, four miles 
south .and two miles east of Williams. It is nestled among the 
foothills and swells of· the inner margin of , the · Gary moraine 
which is so· prominent as a ·range of. hills along the boundary be-
tween ' Hamilton and Hardin counties. . Sample 63 was taken 
from the bog about 100 yards north·of the highway which crosses 
FIG. 9.':"-GoOSE> lake, Greene county, showing some of thE> kinds of vegetation that enter into the 
composition of its peat. 
its southern' extremity. A depth of three feet was pen~trated 
wIthout reaching the bottom. The peat ~s dark brown, fibrous 
and lumpy. '. ' 
.Pi. number ~f bogs aggregating nearly 1000 ~cr~s lie to the 
. . 
northwest and southwest of Jewell and within a radius of five 
miles of the city: The largest one of these is .one and one-half 
mi).es west of Jewell and is k:UoWn to extend to. it . depth of fifteen 
feet or more. Specimen 21 was dug near the norther~ margin 
of the bog but south' of the North Western track, ~md . number 22 
came from' a ' sp6t'farther out toward ' the cente~ of the bQg area. 
The higher phosphatic content or t~e former ~a~pief as shown 
in the table, suggests that it may be from a gUano by feathered 
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inhabitants of the lake margin. The peat is brown, rather finely 
fibrous but not well rotted. 
E~ch of the triangles shown near Jewell, Stratford and Stan-
hope on the map, Plate IV, indicates a group of several bogs. 
Some of the bogs in the county are found to be almost complete-
ly surrounded and underlain by a clay soil. Such an area in the 
ground moraine is located two and one-half miles southeast of 
Ellsworth and another may be found two miles northwest of 
Stanhope. Among the bogs on clay soil in the moraines may be 
mentioned that on the township line in section 4, Lyon township~ 
five miles north of J ewell, and those in the' central and north-
eastern part of section 23, Lincoln township. 
Hancock Co'Umty.-Between Britt and the margin of the Wis-
consin glacial drif t east of Clear Lake there are six or more well 
separated groups of recessional hills, ridges or -ranges. The 
sample analyzed as number 62, a brown fine-grained, com~acted 
peat, came from a bog about one mile west of Duncan and 
north of the paved highway,in a southward extension of the 
Eagle Lake depression. This lies between the first and second 
r ecessional ranges eastward from Britt, which are here abo'Qt 
two miles from crest to crest. The large bog two miles south of 
Duncan is between the ' second and third of these ranges. 
Hardin County.-Except in small areas chiefly in the western 
part, Hardin 'county is too well drained to afford conditions 
favorable for the accumulation of vegetable material and its 
preservation in the form of peat. The amount in the county is, 
th~refore, not large. From a bog in sections 25 an9. 36 of Con-
cord 'township, about 'three and one-half miles southeast of 
Garden City, sample number 69 was obtained. This is outside 
of the Gary moraine. The peat is black to dark brown, partly 
fibrous and partly decayed. 
Polk County.-A number of small bogs are found in the up-
land area from Ankeny and Enterprise northward and north-
westward past Polk City to the county line. In this area the 
retreat of the ice margin was sufficiently rapid and uniform to 
produce a somewhat i"rregular undulating surface whose small, 
low hills and broad swells are dispQsed in ,rather poorly 9.efined 
recessional belts, which contain the bogs. 
I 
I 
! . 
' f 
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A large area of peat land, well 'drained, is located about two 
'miles west of Herrold near the' county line. It lies in a swampy 
area of the large, partly filled, interglacial valley of tlie old 
Moingona river and is extensively cultivated as a · truck garden .. 
Several smaller bogs are found along thisolcl valley, some of 
. them nearly as far south as the Fair Grounds where it joins the 
present valley of Des Moines river. . 
. Story, County."-Being situated well southward in the Wiscon-
sin area, and chiefly outward from the Gary moraine, Story 
county has a r elatively small area of peat land . . The bogs of the 
county may be classified in three groups: those in the well de-
fined moraines, which include mo'st of the northern and eastern 
townships ; those smaller bogs of the upland located as described 
for Polk county but continuing on to the north; and those of the 
valley bottom type. 
Sample number 42 was collected one and one-half miles west 
of Huxley and represents the black, well decayed peat of the up-
land bogs. Sample number 43 is a valley bottom peat from a 
six foot bed about one-fourth of a mile up an unnamed tributary 
of Skunk river northeast of Ames. Each of the triangles placed 
on the map, Plate IV, signifies an aggregate of several small 
bogs. . 
Palo Alto County.-Peat is found in every township in Palo 
Alto county. Those containing bogs of large size or having sev-
eral'smaller ones that aggregate a large area are Independence, 
Nevada, Ellington, Booth, Lost Island, Emmetsburg and Wal-
nut. More than 90 per cent of the peat land of the county lies 
within areas of distinctly morainic topography. Where moraines 
are in well defined ridges or ranges of hills, the bogs are located 
in depressions between them but where the moraines consist of 
a belt of hills and undrained depressions, the bogs are found to 
be jrregularlydistributed throughout the belt. 
Webster County.-Here are afforded excellent examples of 
peat areas developed on the generally flat ground moraine. 
N early all of the bogs in the southwestern part of Webster 
county are of this type and are located wholly within an area or' . 
clay. The largest one, which covers about 1000 acres, is about 
four miles northeast of Harcourt and from here sample number 
• 
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47 was obtained. It repre,sents,a black, fine, fairly well decayed 
peat which has a maximum ' thickness of th;ree feet although 
much of it is not more than two feet thick. A characteristic 
feature of most of the bogs of the county is that they are shallow 
because of having been formed on a relatively flat surface. Each 
of the triangles shown on .the map represents an aggregate of 
small areas. 
Winnebago County.'-:Nearly all , of the , peat of 'Winnebago 
county lies il1 its eastern half, which is a region of distinctly 
. 
FIG., lO,-A gravel pit in a kame in the Algona moraine, Winnebago count:r, 
morainic topography (see fig. '10), arid 'mQst of the peat land is 
east of Lime creek. The, Rice 'Lake, Tllrtle Lake' and 'Bear Lake 
bogs ani by f'ar thi:l largest and most important areas. One mile 
south of Lake Mills a 'brown" fihrous ' sam.pie, riuinber ' 65, 'was 
dug; number 66,aiso bro~ ' and fibrous, ' vyas ~ptained ' four' miles 
south of Lake Milis ,from the 'drabied bed of Turtle Lake ; 'and 
number 67, a good,dark'br,own to"black pea't; ca:m~ from the bog 
half a mile easfof Thomps'ori. While 'the.se bogs' attau;,' ~a~i~uin 
thicknesses 'of fifte~,n to thirty 'feet;' each of the sample£ wa~ mad~ 
as a composite 'fr~m the pppe~: 'four ' feet ,of ',thei~ ' ~esp~ctive 'sec~ 
, • • ~ • I •• .. ~.. (. .• • ' .' .. • . ,.. .~... • , • .:.,.. .. ,. !.j bons. ' , 
• 
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, 0ther important areas of peat are found north of the city' of 
Lake Mills ·and also in the southef3.stern township of. the county. 
Worth County.-The Wisconsin till covers that 'part of Worth 
county lying. west and north of a line passing approximately 
through Northwood, Hanlontown ahd Fertile. The bogs in the 
central and southern parts of :this 'area are among the largest 
and best known in Iowa. 'Analyses 32 and 33 were made from 
bro"\vn but not well rotted material collected from two spots half 
a mile apart along the highway in the large bog northwest of 
. ' . "\., 
FIG. n.-The Gary II\oraine near where the. Humboldt moraines branch from it toward the 
southwest. Morse lake, !our miles 'west of Belmond, Wright county. 
the town of Fer·tile. T4is bo.g is ' ~ituated just within the inner 
margin of the b~lt of hills forming the terminal moraine in this 
vicinity. 
Wri.ght County .. - .The peat land is found mostly in the eastern 
half of Wright cotmty in and near the well defined morainic 
topography. The.large·'bog .one mile east of Wall lake is located 
in a depression :'petween broad swells which mark stages in the 
recession of the' margi 1 of the glacial ice. ,Several bogs in the 
west-central and north~cent:r:al parts of the -county are in shallow 
basins in poorly defi:qed. reces'siop.al features and some of them 
are wholly within areas or clay soil. ' .:. -' ' . . . 
Sample 64, a !~~N.!1rtlifo0Wtj~t~i' ;ql~~;K~ ~R,frrtYiict'ea peat, was ob-
. ' , DIlIJU~ O~'JI'I 
• 
• 
'. 
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tained from the large bog three miles west of Dows. This bog 
is.located entirely among the rolling hills of the ' Gary moraine. 
Sample number 61'l came from the bog six miles due north of 
Clarion, and is a fine brown nonfibrous peat. This bog is in a 
westward extension of the Gary moraine where it branches to 
form an alignment :with the outer swells and low, fiat ,hillocks of 
the Humboldt stages of the Wisconsin recelSsion. '(See fig. 11.) 
Each of the triangles on the map represents several small -areas 
of peat. 
Phosphate 
To be useful ,as a fertilizer phosphorus must be sufficiently 
abu:p.dant to show as a valuable amount or percentage in analyses 
of the powdered stone or of screenings from the crusher. Such 
an amount of phosphate has not been found in any county in the 
state. 
Traces and small quantities, however, were detected in many 
, I 
FIo. l,2.-The limestone qnarry at Decorah ill. 
which small quantities of phosphate 
were found. 
• 
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places. ' Most commonly phosphate occurs along the .cracks 
(joint planes and bedding planes) in the rocks in which it has 
been found. Evidently it has been 'carried to these cracks by 
percolating water from rock at a higher elevation. N ear De-
corah, ,Peru an,d Keokuk phosphate was , found to be present in 
limited quantities along joint pl~mes, bedding planes and also in 
a few thin beds of limestone as is shown in the respective sec-
ti6ns for these localities: (See fig. 12.) 
Phosphate was found in limestone and dolomite as follows: 
Ordovician (Galena) - at Decorah 
Devonian (Wapsipinicon) - at Independence 
Devonian (Cedar Valley)- at Glory, Black Hawk county 
Devonian (Cedar Valley) - at Waverly 
Mississippian (Osage) - at Keokuk 
Pennsylvanian (Des Moines) - at Laddsdale, Wapello county 
Pennsylvanian (Missouri) - at Earlham and Peru. 
In many quarries which were tested no trace of phosphorus 
was found. 
Limest.one and Dolomite 
Methods of sampling.-Composite samples of limestone and 
dolomite were obtamed for analysis from the respective quarries 
and outcrops by taking fragments from each be'd or layer of 
'fresh , rock at equal vertic~l distances, commonly a few inches, 
throughout the height of the face. 
Field tests.-Mimy tests were'made with reagents in quarries 
from which no samples were taken for laboratory study. The 
reagents which were' used in 'all quarries and ' on all outcrops, 
tested were kept constantiy on hand during the progress of tlie 
work and consisted of hydrochloric acid (about, 8 pe;reent); con-
centrated nitric acid, and crystals of ammonium~olybdate. 
Limestone and d~lomite.-,.-Limestone is compo~ed of, calcium, 
carbonate,CaCOs, when pure, and dolomite contain,s both calc,ium 
carbonate and magnesium carbonate. In these tests the , ~istinc­
tion~ between the ~w6 was ma:de with dilute hydrochloric ,acid" 
about 8 per cent.' T~e' lime~ton!'l effervesces or "hl;l.bbles" freely : 
when a fe,V: drops of the acid , ar~ applied t,o a surfaGe 'of fres~ 
rock but 'the dolomite does not effervesce when so tested. Both 
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limestone and dolomite 'al'e soft, and.will" not ·s.c:vatch the blade ,of 
a pocket knife but will be easily· scratched by it. : Sandstone, on 
the other hand, is composed of sand ,grains which scratch a knife 
blade easily. , . ,,' .1 
Test for ph08phate.~In the test for phosphates, a powde.red 
crystal of ammonium molybdate was placed on a surface· of the 
unweathered rock to ' be-tested and a few drops of nitric acid 
were applied with a pipette to the powder. ':.A yellovv color ap-
pears , in the powaer if phosphate is present. If the color indi-
cated more than a trace of phosphorus, a specimen was taken 
for use in :making a percentage analysis in the laboratory. ' 
Purity of .rock.-Both limestone and dolomite when ground, 
crushed or pulverized are used in neutralizing the acid condition 
of the soil but the impurities do not aid in this work. Either is 
useful alone or a mixture of the two may be used after .thorough 
grinding. ' The percentage of purity of a , sample is found frQID 
its analysis give~ in the table by . adding the percentage of cal-
cium carbonate to that of the magnesium carbonate. In other 
words the purity 'of the rock considered as fertilizer is the total 
percentage of carbonates it cont'ains~ ' A rock having 70 to 80 
per., cent of carbonate can be successfully used but ' a smaller 
amount of rock will be necessary if it ha~ a purity of 80 per cent 
or higher' i The expense of freight and handling also decreases 
with the increase in purity of the rock. 
Impurities.-While the amount of impurities present is com-
monly ,5. to 10 pe'r cent, it may run higher or lower in some tests. 
In ;most of the samples test.ed the impurity is largely silica, 
which is the chief 'substance in ,sand and ·in gll}ss. The imp uri-
. ties ~lso contain very small quantitie~ of iron, aluminum and 
clay. 
Chert.-Chert IS composed of silica and is only an impure 
f9.rm Of. quartz. In nearly all of the larg~r gr.(mps. of, limestone 
beds in the state it occurs either as broad, fiat, nodular len,ses in 
the bedding pl~nes between the layers. of the rQck OI: as. lenses 
~thin tq.e layer.s. , WJ:!.ere ?hert i~, .found between the hiyer~ of 
limestone, it maY be, tlir<;>Wll. a~id,e t,o, pre,Y.ent its pass~g thrqugh 
the cr.u~;ner but, where it ~s(w~~hin the.layers, tl].is can not. be done. 
It i~ ~very p~~d ;.and preaks 10~h;s~~llY surface&, f0rming .sharp 
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· -eageE;. It is worthless 'as fertilijz-er material and is' aIi aboroina-" , 
tion in the process of ctushiIig-'the-)li;nestone, .which is not mote . 
than half as hard as the chert .. , ;{Se~ ::fig .. i8'~\ ' " 
Chalk.-Chalk is a form ' 'or · V'ari~ty-" o.f lime~tone whose value 
. as a fertilizer ISl like that of other'foTI;p.s, d(:ltermil;led by its loca'-
tion, abundance and purity. In SOI\le: places it IS soft and loose, 
in others' it is harder a~d more firmly cemented.. Chalk consists 
chiefly of the skeletal remains pfvery ii'mall form's of animalli,fe. ,. 
It is found in Iowa ' ah>.ngthe pluifs neat Sioux City and north- i 
westward where it occurs .in hijrers . ranging from a 'few: inches to 
a few feet in thickness. '. Iowa ch~Ik '~"itd 'its ,associlit'ed limestone 
are suitable for l1se wherever the,S areexpo'se'dill: sufficient quan-
tity to warrant the' e~:p.e:nt;ie of installing a crushing plant. 
USES' OFAG~ICULTURAL LIME. 
Lime is used in making' cemen:t, coiu:~r:ete, pl~ster, sheep dip, 
insecticides and sprays" also .as a disinfectant. in barns,. chicken 
houses and elsewIi~re, ill '~aterpurification 'and softening and in , 
sewage purification. Limestone applied to soils corrects acidity, 
supplies available calcium for the use of plants, increases the 
effect of fertilizer's and :manures on soils, makes all plant food 
more available 'by aiding bacterial growth, assists in the control 
of certain plant diseases and insect pests, and as time goes on it 
improves the ' tilth of'lieav-y soils . and makes it possible to grow 
clover and alfalfa· where none woiIld grow without it. 
About 10 to 15 pe-r 'cent of the total output of lime in the 
United States is used as a soil amimdmentto neutralize "sour" 
. '. ~ 
or acid soil. For this purpose it is applied in two forms: ', first, 
as burned lime, also called quick lime before it is slaked and 
hydrated lime after slaking; and second, as raw, ground or pu,l-
verized limestone. 
The .. lqdrated or slaked lime is all very finely pulverized or 
powdere'd' llnd .. its . pow~r to counteract the acid condition of the 
sgil)s largeh exhausted du·ring the first year after it is applied.' 
·The ground limestone on · the other' hand contains 'particles of . 
many sizes, commonly less than three-'eightps of an ,inch in 
(FJrn.let~r, and half of it or more shoul~ be grouna. ,to 'afine pow~ -\ 
" -'1:' 
.. 
,·, de~ ~- ·':Phe....fine·:r: :particles' are' , dissolved' 'and 'used the·first year-' ,,. ... " , -. ~ 
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Map of Iowa ' showing approximate areas of relative need of lime on soils. The greatest need of lime is in the area shaded by horizontal lines; 
much lime is needed in the area shown by vertical lines; a smaller amount, in the area shown by diagonal lines, and some lime is needed in the unshad-
ed areas. Fro;n many tests which 'have been made it Is estlmated that about 90 per cent of Iowa soils is in need of lime. A comparison of this map 
with Plate VI shows Iowa's limestone is where the lime is most needed. . 
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Map to show by shading areas containing limestone and dolomite suitable for use as a fertilizer: horizontal lines show areas of limestone: 
vertical lines, areas of dolomite; diagonal lines, areas containing both limestone and dolomite. A thin layer of ohalk is found in the area near Sioux 
City. X indicates limestone--if within circle, production of agricultural lime. 
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. ' ,and some of the coarser remain in the soil to b:e' dissolved ~nd 
used later. 
Lime from dolomite.-Some - authorites consider that lime 
burned from dolomite is too caustic for repea~ed use on the 
same land. But no objection or very little is made to the use of 
raw, ground dolomite. 
Need of agricultural lime in Iowa.-Hundreds of tests made · 
by 'th.e Department of Soils, Iowa State College, show that near-
ly gO per cent of the soils of the state need lime and that some 
parts of the state are much more in need: -of it than others. See 
Plates V and VI, pages 114 and 115. One part or .another of 
nearly every county in the state needs lime on its soil. 
The excellent and favorable location of Iowa limestone with 
respect to the areas in which crushed limestone is needed as a soil 
amend,ment is reaqily seen by comparing the shaded areas :of 
Plate V with those of Plate VI. It will be observed that the area 
of Iowan glacial till, sp.own on Plate V by horizontal shading, is 
in greater need of the use of l~e on' its soils than most other 
parts of the state. - . 
MAR,L. 
This is most eommonly a mixtur.e of lime and clay very poorly 
cemented.. The lime generally : has its sources in shells, many 
fragments of which are irregularly distributed through the mass, 
which is commonly loose enough to be shoveled: ' 'To be useful as 
a fertilizer marl should contain 50 to 80 per C'ent of lime. Most 
Iowa marls are nqt sufficiently rich or abun.dant to be worlh con-
sidering as f.ertilizer material where so muchexcelleht liifl..estone -- " __ 
is-available for cr~s_hiJ;lg. . ! . 
A shell marl that could be used locally for: fertilizer is found 
in nu~ei'bUS places in Floyd and Cerro Gordo cOUnti~s·. " The~~ 
! .Olltcrops "can be traced With .little interruption f~om the ex-
posures west of the fair grounds in Cerro Go:rdo county.t6 tho-se 
several '~il:es " s9~tk'"bf~Rockford in Floyd ·county'-'- Jref. 17, pp: 
. 32H-i32'9 Y . - -" The most inlpbtta'nt '~rection expb_sed ' 'iri the cqunty 
:: (Cerro Gordo) -maY_,be viewed in I sect'i~, .. 35-: in Po:r:tland. town~ : ! 
, ship, facing a convex-bend in Lim~ Creek irrd'-coptiilUing 'a' dis~ . ' 
~-L::tabc~ :D~_,- ~hout . ,a . mile. ,i .,;-Thh; :~plaOO: .. is:"'knoWn --as --th~ - '-'-Clay--~-:~:-~~~- . 
I· 
• 
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Banks". Three analyses of samples from here show that the 
marl Contains 57.07 per cent, 57.42 per cent and 86.61 per cent 
of total carbonates respectively, though a sample taken just west 
of the Fair Grounds near Mason City runs as low as 36.78 per 
. cent total carbonates. A hard, solid layer within the marl gave 
the test of 86.61 per cent mentioned above. 
FIG. 13.-A view showing thip-bedded lime-
stone above and thick-bedded lime-
stone below. 
. . 
The marl attains a thickness of twelve to twenty feet or pos-
'sibly more and may be 'found also on the west side of Lime creek ' 
near Rockford just 'above the layers of clay that are used in 
brick and tile making. Nlimerous road cuts in both counties ex-
pos~ the marls near the hilltops west of ' Lime creek. " . 
This layer: of. marl co~taiJls m~ny of the most perfect fossils 
of shelled animals, one inch in diametcrand ,smalle.r, that can be 
found in the state. Some benejit would result from the use of 
- . the marl without grinding but:'th~ shells in it -are' too. ,coarse an&. :'-
.should be crushed sd that all of the' lime. in 'it may be available 
for ·it . contains only a little ' more than half as ·much··lime as is 
I fourid in pu~e lirP'est~ne: . S~e' ~lso }'eferenc~ '67. '. , . .. . ~ '. .. 
Center ' 
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.tinalyses of Limestone ,in Northeastern IO,wa 
NE.14 6 
NE. 14 23 
NE.14 31 
SE. 14 34 }'''E. y~ 30 
SW.J.A 16 
6 
6 
12 
12 
10 
12 
SE. 14 35 20 
SE. 1435 
SE. 14 32 15 
SW.14 35 15 
NE. :If123 10 
SE. J,{'11 8 
SE. 14 20 10 
NE.14 23 
S. lh 18 
NW.14 20 
NW.14 9 
SE. 14 21 
SW. 14 23 
NW.14 25 
BE. 14 28 
NE. 14 24 }'''E.14 34 
NE.14 22 
NW.1417 
16 
6 
10 
15 
12 
10 
10 
50 , 
12 
15 
15 
12 
.tillamakee County 
50 2 - 4 Good SlhI!l.i 
100 2 Good l%mi 
100 llh- 2 Good Yes 
400 llh- 2 Good 7 mi 
150 3 - 6 Good 1 mi 
400 llh- 2 G'ood 3%mi 
Bremer County 
Yes 
Near 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
400 10 -15 Good %,mi Yes 
Good %,mi 
Buchanan County 
200 3% Good 40 rd Yes 
300 1%- 2% Good 40 rd Yes 
Butler County 
400 2 Good ' Yes No 
75 2 Good 25 rd' Yes 
Chickasaw Co!mty 
200 lh , Good · lhmi Yes 
Clayton County 
150 2 Good lhmi 
150 1 - 3 Good Yes 
200 1 - 3 Good 7 mi 
200 3 - 5 Good 20 rd 
100 2 Good Yes 
Across 
200 1 - 5 Good river 
100 1 - 3 Good 40 rd 
Fayette County 
300 3 - 4 Good Yes 
500 1 - 4 Good 3 mi 
100 1 - 3 Good 20 rd 
60 1 - 3 Good Yes 
150 1% ' Good 40 rd 
Floyd County 
Yes 
Yes 
20rd 
Yes 
20rd 
Yes 
,Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
40rd 
Yes 
NW.14 35 10 200 1 - 2 Good 3 mi SOrd 
SE,. VI, 16 20 200 
SE. 14 16 Screenings 
NW.lA, 12 10 300 
NW.lA, 17 15 600 
NW.lA, 8 15 " 150 
2 Good %mi Yes 
2 Good 2 mi Yes 
2 - 6 Good 80 rd SOrd 
1 ..:. 6 Good 80 rd 80rd 
11.60 
5.11 
12.31 
7.57 
8.2!) 
10.10 
60.55 
93.33 
84.52 
91.71 
90.51 
87.43 
27.85 
1.56 
3.17 
.72 
1.20 
'2.47 
5.88 80.56 13.56 
10.28 80.33 9.39 
4.45 91.80 
6.64 91.95 
3.75 
1.41 
3.89 70.79 25.32 
96.11 
3.28 69.26 27.47 
5.55 
3.2,2 
8.43 
'3.16 
5.03 
17.49 
7.14 
4.92 
9.27 
14.60 
4.28 
2.85 
4.33 
13.00 
" 9.26 
3.25 
5.05 
3.33 
88.42 
66.36 
54.61 
63.75 
54.88 
78.50 
68.36 
89.99 
56.49 
,67.72 
S5.81 
88.02 
85.66 
68.82 
70.22 
59.21 
85.26 
: 88.33 
6.03 
30.42 
36.96 
33.09 
40.09 
4 .01 
24.50 
5.09 
34.25 
19.68 
9.91 
9.13 
10.01 
18.18 
20.52 
31.54 
9.69 
8.34 
r 
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Howard County 
Vernon Springs SW. 14 22 10 300 2 Good 40 rd Yes 14.98 52.38 22.64 
Forest City NW.14 21 6 80 2 Good l%mi Yes 11.43 85.31 ·3.26 
Yernon Springs SW. ?i 22 40 rel Yes ' 10.83 63.94 25.23 
New Oregon NW.1,4 3 12 100 2 - ·3 Good ~ mi Yes 9.00 65.72 25.28 
Chester SE. 14 24 10 150 2 - 3 Fair - 1 mi Yes 19.10 48.62 32.28 
Mitchell County 
Osage SW. 14 26 8 200 2 - 3 Good 1 mi Yes 1.56 96.47 1.97 
Osage SE. 14 27 25 600 6 -20 Good 11hmi Yes 2.82 90.84 6.34 
Newberg NE.14 22 35 800 4 - 6 Good 11/2mi 40rd 4.58 67.84 27.58 -
Winneshiek County 
36.64 Calmar E. 1;2 20 6 150 2 - 3 21hmi Yes 62.16 1.20 
Fremont SE. 14 28 15 125 1 Good 8 mi Yes 4.54 92.90 11.56 
Washington SW. 1,4 28 20 200 2 Good 4 mi Yes 11.28 63.63 25.09 
Decorah S .W.14 21 12 100 2 Good 4,0 ro 20rel 11.48 84.80 3.72 
Highland NW.14 8 4 300 1 Good 4 mi lOrd 10.40 88.14 1.46 
Bluffton NW.~ 11 100 1000 3 Good 12 mi Yes 8.19 86.90 5.91 
Sumner SE. 1418 10 100 2 - 3 Guod 8 mi Yes 10.39 85.36 4.25 
Washington Center 7 30 150 0 F air 14mi Yes _ 21.15 54.73 24.12 
Madison SW.14 23 roadside cut Good 3 mi Yes 39.30 61.91 22.61 
Pleasant SW. 14 26 40 1000 0 Good 11 mi Yes 8.68 58.45 32.87 
Decorah NE.14 5 10 200 2'h c-.ood 4 mi Yes 7.10 90.99 1.91 
Hesper NW.1,414 7 60 2 Good 5 mi Yes 7.25 89.62 3.13 
Decorah .SE. 14 9 20 300 1 Good 1 mi Yes 8.06 88.37 3.57 
Highland SE. 14 23 30 1000 6 Fair 11 mi Yes 16.56 46.07 36.5f 
Bluffton Center 17 12 · 120 1 n oad 8 mi Yes 14.80 66.46 18.74 
Jackson E. 1;2 1 8 100 2 - 3 Good 2 mi Yes .3.80 56.81 39.39 
Frankville N. 1/2 23 12 200 2 Fair '] mi 22.52 67.32 10.16 
Frankville N. 1;210 20 150 3 10 mi 8'.06 · 89:66 2.28 
I 
rrhe total carbonates in any analysis in these tables are' found 
by. adding the calcium carbonate.s and the magnesium carbon~ 
ates. This sum will give the percentage of purity of the rock as 
a fertilizer materiaL -
All analyses given in tlie tables on pages 118, 126, 128, 138 and 
142 were made by Horace J. Harper as were· the analyses of 
screenings and stone dust from localities referred to in these 
tables.1 
It will be noticed that the screenings and ground limestone are 
lower in percentage of total carbonate than · the analyses from 
the face rock. This is due partly to the admixture of dirt during 
1 These data are used by pel"Illission of Dr. W. H. Stevenson and Dr. P. E. Brown. heads of 
the Department of Soils, Iowa State College, and of Professor Harper 01 the same department. 
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- the' process of "Crushing and"handling but'chiefly to the fact that 
the composite specimens and samples were all chipped from the 
solid rock while the materi~.l put through the crusher includes 
very thin layers of clay which are present in nearly, all quarries' 
along the cracks in the rocks~namely the joints and the bedding 
planes. 
NORTHEASTERN COUNTIES. 
The locati~ns of ,many of the important outcrops and quarries 
in the great limestone region of eastern IO'wa are shO'wn O'n' the 
maps of Plates VII, VIII and IX. These maps near pages 120, 
130 and 140 respectively give details O'f the areas mapped O'n 
Plate VI including locatiO'ns of ·the several details within their 
respective to'wnships. ' 
Allamakee County.-The analyses given in the table, page 118, 
shO'W O'nly O'ne specimen O'f dO'lomite from Allatnakee county, that 
frO'm Center township, township 98 nO'rth, range 4 west, and this 
sample contains a tO'tal of ·88.4 per cent O'f carbO'nates. It is ' 
therefO're, a gO'O'd grade for use as fertilizer. The analyses give 
11.6 per cent of impurity in a sample from PO'st tO'wnship in the 
southwestern cO'rner O'f the county and 87.69 per cent of carbon-
ates for the specimen from Makee township, number 98 nO'rth, 
range 5 west. 
J effersO'n is township 97 nO'rth, range 5 west and Ludlow is 97 
north, range 6 west. In. these and in Makee tO'wnship, sectiO'n 
30, the tO'tal carbO'nates range between 91 and 95 per , cent. 
Bremer CountY.-The outcrops of limestO'ne in Bremer cO'-q.nty 
are practically all in the western end O'f the CO'unty and cO'nsist 
O'f limestO'ne and magne~sian limestO'ne. In the sO'utheast quarter 
O'f the sO'uthwest quarter O'f section 20 in tO'wnship 91 nO'rth, 
range 13 west, in a ravine tributary to' Quarter SectiO'n Run, is 
fO'und limeston,e containing 96.57 per cent 'O'f calcium carbO'nate 
and 1.80 per cent O'f magnesiwn carbO'nate (ref. 44, p. 351) ~ In , 
section 8 of PO'lk to'wnship; three miles nO'rth O'f Plainfield, dolO'-
mite O'f the fO'llO'wing cO'mpO'sitiO'n is fO'und: residue, 5.40 per 
cerit; ca1ciun:i carbonate, 55.23 per cent"; riiagnesium carbonate, 
39.03 per cent; total carbO'Iiates, 94.36 per cent (tef.' 44,'p. 358). 
Some analyse's from 'Waverly (De-\tO'nian) (ref. 66, p. 531) shO'W 
the fO'llO'wing cO'mpO'sitiO'n: insO'luble, 2.2'5 ~nd 7.74 per cent; 
, :, .. 
• 
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PLATE VII 
:MAP OF NORTHEASTER IOWA. X S HOIV S LOCA'I'JON OF Q U IICRY OR O UT CROP OF LrMI~STONl':: X WI.TH IN A S Q UARE, QUARRY OR OU TCRO P OF DOLOMI'I'K A C m CLE AROUND ETTHEl~ INDI. 
CATES PRODUCTIG'N OF AGRICULTURAL LIME. OTHER QUARRIES AN D OUTCROPS ARE INDI CATED BY TRIANGLES. SOLID LINES INDlCATE APJ'ROXIMATE BOUNDARIES OF AREAS SHOWN IN PLATE VI. 
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iron and: · alumina, . 1.,32 and~ 1.67 . per. ·cent; .calcium .canbonate, 
88.65 and 86.80 per· cent; .magnesium·carbonate,. 6.70 and 2.35 per 
cent. ·Tests for. phos·phate fl'om ,the' John Carey quarry <in the 
south half of section 11, Washington tc;rWllshipi give 1.74 per cent 
of P 20 S• ! (Analysis by.H. E. Flanders.) 
Screenings . from the ground material whose analysis is given 
in the table on page 26 tested as follows: impurities, 10.28 per 
cent; calcium carbonate, 80.33 per cent; magnesium carbonate, 
9.39 .per 'cent; total carbonate, 89.72 per cent. 
Buchanan' County.-North and east of a line drawn through 
Fairbank, Bryantburg and Winthrop and passing southeastward 
just west of Buffalo creek, the rock of Buchanan county is chief-
ly . dolomite. A notable exception to this dolomite is found in 
the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 2, 
Ha7.fllton township. township 90 north. range 9 west, at the old 
lime kiln, where the rock is a good grade of lim.estone. The 
beds of limestone in the remaining western and so-uthwestern 
parts of the county consist of rock containing about 90 per cent 
or more of calcium carbonate. (See ref. 23.) 
The analysis given in table, page 118, for Washington township 
was made from a sample taken from the old city quarry at In-
.dependence. The results of field work seemed to show that this 
quarry had a uniform distribution of phosphate so tests for P 
were maae ana these yielded the' following percentages of phos-
. phate: 0.74, 0.78 and 0.74 respectively. (Analyses by H . E. 
Flanders.) 
Butler County.-The bed rock in the eastern part of Butler 
county is nearly all a · good grade of limestone. One sample 
which was analyzed was taken from a quarry about one and one-
half miles west of Bristow in Pittsford township, which is town-
ship '92 north, range 18 west. This sample is strongly dolomitic. 
The outcrops around Dumont, however (see ref: 2), consist of a 
good grade! of ljmestone. The analyzed sample from Shell Rock 
was procured in the northeast pa;rt of the city. F .or composition 
see table, page 118. The total carbonates in each of these sam-
ples exceed ·96 'per cent. · . 
Chickasaw County.-More than half of the townships of Chick- . 
asaw cotinty haye no outcrop:s of l;>ed rock. In the eastern p~rt 
. "/., ".' ,'1' • '. . ' 
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there are a few rather poor exposures of limestone along Crane 
creek and Turkey river. (See map, page 120.) In the western 
one-fourth of the county dolomite and highly magnesian lime-
stone are found along Cedar river and one mile south of Nashua. 
These outcrops represent an abundance of rock which showed 
the following percentage compo'sition:. CaCOs, 69.26; MgCOs, 
27.47; impurities, 3.28; total carbonates, 96.76. 
The other specimen was collected from the outcrop along the 
railroad near the cemetery two miles south of Nashua. 'H ere the 
test · shows : 7.19 per cent of impurities, mostly silica; CaCOs, 
75.35 per cent; MgCOs, 16.95 per cent; P 20 5, 0.16 per cent; total 
carbonates, 91.80 per cent. (Analysis by E. H. Wallace.) 
Olayton Oounty.-"Most of the outcrops south of Volga and 
the Turkey rivers, especially those high on the bluffs, are ledges 
of dolomite whose thickness aggregates 100 to 200 feet and which 
extend westward into Fayette and southward into Delaware and 
Buchanan counties,. In the eastern and northern parts of the 
county the beds of limestone, shale and doloniite alternate much ' 
the' same as is shown in the following section: 
Section at Guttenberg 
( Trenton-Galena) 
, 1. Limestone, dolomitic, in heavy ledges, vesicular, coarse and 
buff·colored ..................................... _ ...................................... . 
2. Limestone, magnesian, in beds two inches to a foot thick, 
nne·grained, compact and gray to coarse, rough and 
buff, some chert l:)ands and nodUles, partly chall,ged to 
dolomite containing 16 per cent magnesium carbonate. 
Supplied limestone to the old kilns at the base of bluff 
3. Limestone, nonmagnesian, nne· grained, compact, gray, in thin 
uneven beds, lower part covered on slope ... _ .... _ .. _ .. _ .. :._. 
'4. Limestone, dolomitic, blue weathering to buff, beds eight 
inches to two :feet thick. Exposed in the quarries ... _ .. _. 
5. Sandstone (St. Peter), covered, to water level in river ........... . 
FE,ET 
100 
60 
85 
15 
10 
Farther northwest and,north, limestone about ninety feet thick 
underlies this sandstone, and forms a considerable part of the 
steep bluffs along the deeper creek valleys and river valleys. 
"All the evidence bearing on the subject points to the conclu-
sion that the Galena dolomite is derived from non-dolomitic 
limestone by alteration which has taken place subsequent to the 
de-position of the strata." "Occasionally the change appears, to 
take place first along the bedding planes and joints. A bed two 
inches thick was observed which had been partially altered to 
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magnesian limeston~ on the upper and lower surfaces while .the 
inner portion was unaffect~d. In other cases the alteration had 
comm~nced in that portion of the rock i.nu,nediately s~rrounding 
the fossils, an orthoceros, for . example, being encircled with a 
ring of magnesian limestone." "In the limestone portions of 
the rock the fossils are well preserved, but in the dolomitized 
parts they have been obliterated." 
) 
The samples analyzed were taken from two quarries near 
Elkader, from outcrops located respectively half a ffiile south of 
Farmersburg, two miles wes't of ' Garnavillo, one and one-half 
miles northeast of Osborne, one-fourth of a mile west of Beulah, 
and one-fourth of a mile north of St. Olaf. 
Fayette Oounty.~T.he outcrops in the western half of Fay~tt(') 
county consist chiefly of impure limestone but tho~e in the eastT 
ern and nor,theastern parts ~re mostly dolomite or dolomitiq 
limestone. The quarries about 'West Union and Fayette con,.; 
tain limestone testing 85 to 90 per cent of calcium carbonate and 
5 to 10 per. cent of 'magnesium carbonate . . (See map, page 120.) 
Other analyses for the county are, given in Feference 66, page 
533, as follows. From th~ Maquoketa . foxmation at Clermont ; 
insoluble residue, 11.95 per cent; iron) and aluminum, 2.80 p'er; 
cent; calcium carbonate, 84.80 per cent; magnesiQ.m carbonate, 
0.45 per cent. Dolomite from Williams' quarry six miles soutlt 
of Postville -in th~ Hopkinton formation: .insoluble,. 8.65, '8.50, 
9.00, 10.64 and 9.52 per cent; iron and alumina, 0.66, 5.37, 3.00, 
1.06 and 3.10 per cent; calcium carbonate, 58.13, 41.16" 52.12j 
50.03 and 52.14 per cent; magp.esium carbonate, 32~18, 45.18~ 
36.05, 38.50 and 35.72 peF cent.. At Auburn, in .the Hopkinton 
formation, a limestone con:tains 98.52 · per cent of calcium car-
bonate. rrhe total carbonates at the Williams' quarry by an-
alyses are 90.35 per cent, 86.34 per cent, 88.17 . per cent, 88.53 
per cent, and 87.86 per cent respectively. . 
. Floyd Ooullity.~In Riverton township, 94 ·north, rang~ 15 
west, anp, all along Cedar river ·dolomite and highly magnesian, 
limestone are common . . In Rock Grove township, 96 north, range 
.18 west, near: Nora Springs, and in Union township, . 94 north, 
range 17 west, near Marble Rock, and also .. along Shell Rock 
river generally through the county the limestone is more n.early 
pure. At the concrete bridge northeast of ' Floyd station in, 
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,towil'~hiP 96 ,n6rth; range 16 west, altEii-miting 'beds 'of llinestone 
and 'dolomite one to three feet thick are I found ~ the 'quarries. 
rr4e , composition of these be~s 'is sho~in the a,nalyses by E: H. 
'\Vallace given below: • I ' 
No. '28.' Dolomite 
No. 29. Llme~tone t' 
Impurities, 
per cent 
, 16.41 
1,88 
CaCOa; 'MgCOa, , 
per cent , :per cent 
51.77 31.57 
90,30 7.45 
Total carb., 
;per cent 
S3,34 
97.75 
, 'The deficiency in the composition 'of the dolomite is due to the 
presence of clay as an impurity. The sC,reenings from the 
crushed rock froin Floyd township whose analysis is given in 
. the table on page '118 tested as follows: impurities, 9.26 per cent; 
calriuIri ca.:r:bonate, 70.22 per ' cent, magnesium carbonate, 20.52 
'per 'cent; total carbonates, 90.74 per cent. For" marl in Floyd 
county see 'page' 116. ' . 
Howard Cownty.-In the northern part of Howard cdunty 
along Upper Iowa river ~nd Beaver creek, the rock is mostly 
dolomite and this is true also of the outcrops in the s'outhwest-
ern part of tne county around Elma. In the east-central part of 
the county some of the beds are more highly magnesian 'than 
others. The rock in the quarries near Cresco alsQ is a ma.gIie-
sian limestone. Forest City township is 100 north, range 12 
wE'stand Chester is in range 13 west. New Or~gon is township 
98 north and Vernon Springs is 99 in range 11 west. Township 
98 north, range 13 west is known as Howard township. 
, Screenings from the city quarry in Vernon Springs township, 
SW. 1Ii, of sec. 22 (see table page 119), have the following com-
position: impurities, 10.83 per cent; calciUm carbonate, 63.94 
per cent; magnesium carbonate, 25.23 per cent; total carbonates, 
89.15 per cent. 
Mitchell County.-Recent analyses of limestones of Mitchell 
county will be found on page 119. Most of the outcrops in the 
northwestern part of the county consist of much dolomite and 
b,ighly magIiesian limestone. Professor Calvin ~ays (ref. 28),' 
speaking of the quarry ' at McIntire, "Any gi yen bed, may be 
unaltered liplestone 'in one place and granular dolomite in an-
other.'" '., 
I · 
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Reference 66, page 535; giv.es thr~e analyses of "Cedar Val-
ley" limestone-at Osage showing a purity of 98.01 per cent, 90.17 
per cent and 98.01 per cent respectively. 
New Burg township is 99 north, range 18 west. Osage is in 
th~ township of the same. name, Cedar is an irregular township 
southwest of Osage ~nd Otranto is in the northwest corner of the_ 
county. . 
Winneshi.ek County.-The analyses show that nearly all of the 
outcrops in Winneshiek county that have been tested consist of 
limestone -rather: than dolomite, though some of the .areas con-
tain a slightly magnesian variety. . 
Tow.nship 100 north, range 7 west is·Highland; the same nu~­
ber in range 8 is Hesper and that in range 10 'is Fremont. In 
township 99, range 7 west is Pleasant and 9 west is Bluffton. In 
.... township 98 north, -Decorah is llrrange 8.arrd Madison is in r'ange -
~. In township 97 north, Frankville is in range '7 west, Calmar 
in 9, and Sumner in range 10 west. WashingtQn township, 96 
north, is in range 9 west, and J acksop. is 96 north, range 10 west. 
Three a:nalyses taken from reference 66, page 537, of limestone 
from the Galena formation at De.corllh, show respectively: in-
soluble residue, 14.53, 3.86 and 6.87 per cent; Fe and AI, 6.49, 2.54 
and 1.00 per cent; CaCOs, 72.89, 91.19 and'88.97 per cent; MgCOs, 
1.93, .84 and 2.86 per cent; total carbonates~ 73.92, 92.03 and 91.86 
per cent. • 
There are a number of outcrops of limestone in the county 
whose exact locations are unknown to the writer. 
Section at Decorah 
(One mile south of Court House, near stock yards) 
FEET 
1. Stripping or overburden _________ ........................ .-______ ._..... 5 to 8 
2; Ljmestone, gray to buff, chert nodules larger above, 
small intraformational conglomerate near .middle; gave 
weak reaction f or phosphate ... _ .......... _ ... _ .... _ ............ _ .. . 
3. Limestone, gray to buff, with bands of blue phosphatic 
limestone 4 to 12 inches wide ..................... _ .. ___ .... ___ .. .. 
4. Limestone, gray, a f ew narrow bluish phosphatic 
streaks ..................... - ................ - ...... --...... - .... - .... - .......... . 
5. Limestone, bluish, thin·bedded, weak reactiens for 
phosphate along bedding planes a:nd joints ... _ .......... . 
6. Limestone, shaly, contains much day .. ~ ...... _ ..... _ .... _ ...... . 
7. Limestone, blue·gray to buff, thick· bedded, some chert 
nodules; weal!: reactions for .phosphate along . the 
~!:.acks ." ... , .......... ~ ...... ,._, .... -: .. , __ ... " ....... _., .... _ .. _ ......... ,,,. .... _. 
12 
15 
12 
2 
% to . 
6 
lh 
126 
Screenings from crusher 
Composite from face rO,ck 
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Analyses -from above section 
(by E. H. Wallace) 
Impur· 
ities, C~COs' MgCQs' 
per cent per cent ' per cent 
12.40 85.05 2.05 
12.25 ' 83.00 4.45 
Select specimen from face rock 14.55 83.10 1.68 
10.02 Phosphatic band in No.3 83.50 4.61 
Total 
Carbon· 
P205' ates, 
per ,cent per cent 
0.34 87.10 
0.415 87.45 
0.386 84.78 
1.83 88 .11 
In the southwest quarter of section 23, Madison township, the 
par fly decayed limestone taken from a roadside cut was' found to 
be composed of 61.19 per cent of calcium carbonate and 22.61 
percent of magnesium carbonate; total, 83.8 per cent (ref. 34) . 
. Analyses of 'Limestone 'in North-central Iowa 
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. Cerro Gordo County 
Lime Creek S. % 34 25 2000 3. GOQd Yes Yes 1.33 , 97.70 1.17 
Lime Creek S. % 34 25 2000 3 3.39 95.23 1.38 
Lime Creek NW.14 27 20 600 3 Good Y~s Yes 1.98 89.24 8.68 
Franklin County 
Mott NW.14 28 15 100 2Jh Good Yes 60rd 6.24 69.22' 24.54 
Ingham NE. 14 28 6 100 4 - 6 Goo.d Yes 20rd 8.23 85.04 6.73 
Independence 
Hamilton County 
4 SW.14 17 6 50 3 Good rni 20rd 9.75 86.24 4.01 
Hardin County 
1 -10 
Hardin NE. 1419 20 400 sandstone Good 20rd 20rd 1.10. 88.20 10.70 
Alden NE. 14 18 30 600 2 - 3 Good Yes Yes .84 87.87 11.29 
Alden NE.1418 (Scrgs from Hale Roberts) (muddy at times)18.88 78.97 2.15 
Humboldt County 
Rutland SE. 14 35 6 200 2 -6 Good 1 rni 40rd 4.98 87.27 8.78 
Corinth NW.14 3 12 60 1 - 6 Good l%rni 20rd 1.02 95.84 3.14 
Pocahontas County 
Garfield SW. 14 25 20 900 2 .- 4 Good Yes Yes .75 88.81 10.44 
Same location 3.13 93 .80 3.07 
Webster County 
Cooper SE. 1417 6 70 6 -14 20rd Yes 3.98 76.83 19.19 
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NORTH-CENTRAL COUNTIES. 
Oerro Gordo Oounty.-Several analyses of samples from this 
county have been maQe, see table on page 126, and these show a 
composition ranging from 95 to 98 per cent of total carbonates .. 
Reference 66, page 532., gives two analyses of limestone from 
"Mason City" which contain 95.54 per cent and: 98.47 per cent of 
carbonates respectively. A sample of the screenings at N orth-
western Portland Cement Company's plant tested 96.61 per cent 
of carbonates. This high degree of purity is a characteristic of 
. the limestones of the county. 
An analysis by E. H . vVallace of a sample collected in the south-
east quarter of section 19, Union township, about four miles east" 
of Manly, on Shell Rock river, shows the cQmposition of the rock 
to be P 205, 0.22 per cent; CaCOa, 74.30 per cent; MgCOs, 23.30 
per cent; total carbonates, 97.60 per cent. Concerning marl in 
Cerro Gordo county see page 116; 
. Franklin Oounty,-The specimen of m~gnesian limestone 
which was analyzed (see table, page 126) came from the old quar-
ry along the creek in the northwest quarter of section 28, Mott 
township, about two miles north of Hampton, arid is 93.74 per 
cent pure. The northeast quarter of section 28, Ingham town-
ship, is about seven miles east of Hampton, near HanselL The . 
limestone here contains 91.77 per cent of total carbonates. 
Hamilton Oounty.-The .sample of limestone from Hamilton 
county whose analysis is given on page 126 was taken from a thin 
bed in an outcrop on Boone river. Though the rock is good in 
. quality it is. not sufficiently abundant to make its exploitation a 
profitable eI).terprise. 
Hardin Oounty.-The northeast quarter of section 19, Hardin 
township, is at Iowa Falls, where the slightly magnesian lime-
stone tested 98.9 per cent of carbonates. The samples from 
Alden township were taken at Alden (Hale Roberts quarry) . 
The second test made on screenings from here runs lower in pur-
ity because of the mud and dust which sometimes are permitted 
to become mixed with the screenings. This reduction of about 
ten per cent in purity can be avoided by care in handling . the 
materiaL See analyses, page 126. 
Humboldt and Poca.hontas Oounties.-As shown in the tables, 
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page 126, giving composition ·(jf ··limestones in Humboldt and 
Poc¥.ontas . counti~s, : the, JIl~irr,nWl, perce.n.ta,.g.e of carbonates 
reaches, 9~.~8 .in . one ana~y~i~ .. aI).Q. 9~ .25 in.;~n9t~er . . Thi~ are~ in-
cludes the p;roducing . localiti~s .aro\md {lilmore .pity" t;he district 
near Rutland and th~ oll~crop.s at Hl~mboldt a:p.d ,sout:Q.wa;r:q. aioJ.lg 
Des Moines rive~. The second analysis g~ven in the t8:ble. under 
Pocl;Lhontas county is ~or scr~e.ningsat the Gement pI,ant, Gilmore 
City. · .' . , ". 
Analyses founq. in reference 66, page 533, give the following: 
"Humboldt", 97:98 per cent and 99 .. 20 per cent of carbonates; 
and "near Gilmore City ", 99.62 per cent total carbonates. 
These percentages are among the very highest .aspertained by 
test in the entire state~ 
Webster Cou,nty.-The limestone of Web~ter county is of the 
same age (Mississippian) geologically considered, as that along 
Des Moines and Skunk rivers.in southeastern, .Iowa and occurs 
in the bed and on the banks of Lizard creek and of Des Moines 
river near Fort Dodge and northward to the county line. The 
quality of this rock is excellent but its upper part is too .near the 
level of the water table for it to successfully compete with the' 
equally high grade limestone from Rutland· and Gilmore City. 
Jackson 
Taylor 
Harrison 
Spring Creek 
Spring Creek 
Spring Creek 
Cedar Falls 
E. Waterloo . 
Gower 
Sugar Creek 
Analyses of Limestone in East-centra.l Iowa 
Benton .County 
SE. '3428 20 
S. % 10 20 
NW.34 9 25 
400 3 - 4 Good Yes No 3.62 87.67 8.71 
300 ' 3 - 4 Good l%mi Yes 9.97 ' 89.32 · .71 
.400 .2 - 3 334mi 40rd 
. Black Hawk County 
NW.34 36 25 600 4 Good Yes Yes 11.65 72.81 15.54 
NW.~36 '25 600 4 "Good Yes Yes 11.27 80.32 8.41 
N .W.34 36 screenings Good ,Yes y.~s 13.57 69.94 16.49 
NE.':J4 23 7 150 3 - 4 ' 'Good Ye's Yes 4.13 . 80.63 15.24 
NW.3414 30 . 600 3 -;- 6 Good Yes Yes 19;14 59.61 .21.25 
Cedaf' County . 
39.43 . NE_ 1,419 40 800 4 - 6 Good Y,es ,Yes 3.22 57.35 
SW. l415 20 300 4 - 5 Good 5 mi Yes ' 2.10 55.24 42.66 
·cs ·--
Clinton County . 
Waterford SE. 1,4 27 12 
City of Clinton NW.1412 '25 
100 2 - 4 Good ' Yes Yes 
' ~ OO 6 -20 Good 80rd Yes 
Elk 
Delaware 
Bremen 
Oneida 
Delhi 
Delaware 
Vernon 
Taylor 
"N. Dub.-
que" . 
Taylor 
SW.1416 
35 
NW.14 25 
NE.·l,4 36 
NE.1419 
NE. 14 2 
NE.1410 
NW·14l1 
SE/ 1,4, , 7 
, SE. VI, 6 
. " • j 
15 
10 
7 
8 
6 
8 
Delaware County 
300 . 2 Good 2'tllmi 
200 2 Good ' 'tllmi 
250 ., 1 Good 160rd 
200 2 Good Yes 
150 2 '. Good 80rd 
200 . 2, - 3 Good , 160rd 
Dub1t,que County 
Yes 
20rd 
20rd 
20rd 
Yes 
25 , 590 . ? , -;- /6 ,cheFty.,:Ye.sYes 
14 . . 100 1 ": 2 . 'do'od 20r<1 
2str,ee4f0~s , 2 . '- 3" G~od 1 Yes ' Yes 
30 400 , '3· .. cherty ;Yes ,- Yes 
., ' . 3aokso1t Cou'nty , 
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4,28 54.14 41.58 
1.94 59.44 39.62 
9.78 
1,85 
1.06 
1.54 
7.99 
4.25 
50.70 39.52 
54.21 43.94 
57.73 41.21 
56.91 41.55 
54.39 37.62 
63.48 32.27 
3.61 52.82 43.57 
4.10 53.78 42.12 
10.54 46.14\ . 43.32 
'7;53 ' 52.60 ' :39.87 
'" 
South Fork 
Soutli Fork 
Bellevue 
NW.l,4 23 . ,40 
. W. '% i2 ,,' 30 . 6QO , ll - 4 , Good .1 . ,mi. yes ' . ' .1.90 500" 2 '- 4 G60d Yes. Yes 3.50 
, 56.3~ . ,41.78 
57.82 38.68 
BE. 14!l.2 - 20 300 ,2 .- 5 Good · 40rd , , 'Yes ' , I 
. , l 
" Johnson County 
", I 
Jeffer~p,n i ' " . l'fW.l,4 ?2· 1,5 200 4 . - .6 . .GoQd 80r.d " :Yes . 8,94· , ~4.18'", 1.88 
East Lucas SE.14 3 30 300 2 .- 6 · Good .1 n,ri Yes .4.52 94.47 1.01 
Big Grove ' ' - 'I ' ; ,23 ", , .. ' 5.4'7 911.11 ' 1.42 
, /. ' 
'.' 
" 'jones to'l.lll{ty , ' i " , " i" • 
Fairview: . NEl· ;r.A, ,,6 50 , .600 3 . - ·.8 ; .. Good ,Yes ·Yes ' 3.13 56.06 40.81 
Fairview SW. l,4 5 40 600 3,' :-: 8 GooQ. Yes Yes 4.59 54.72 ~0.69 
Fahview SW. l,4 5 SCreenings Good 'Yes 'Yes ' .5.88 52.8'6 41.26 
Cass f?W .. I4 _3~ , ,60 800 . 4 - 6 Good . Yes Yes· 5.81 53,28 39.91 
Cass SW. l,4 33 Screenings Good Yes Yes 3.79 58.09 38.12 
.' . ' 
Franklin 20 ' . . '200 
~inn CounVy I' 
NE. l,415 3 - 5 Good. 4Qrd Yes 2.06 58.03 39.91 
Franklin . NE.,%, 15" Screenings ,,' GoM , 40rd ! ;Yes 3.41 59.45' 37.13 
, 'CeQ-ar 
'200 Ye~ . 
.J •• 
Rapids" NE.l,4 27 25 4 - 6 shaly 20rd '24.64 65.39 9.97 
Buffalo · , , " NW.~ 20 ·20 . 200 ' 3 1 ~ : 5 ' Good 6 nri , . Yes" Total' 94.34' 
., 
" '. 1 Md.rshall Co~ty , 
, Some I I " 
LeGrand SW. l,4 3 30 300 2 - 5 chert Y~s Yes 2,p 80.69 >. ;16.58 
.'.' 
' 6 chertY 
LeGrand W. 'tll 3 40 1000 10 -30 layers Yes Yes 3.57 74.09 22.34 
Marion S; ' % '36 ' 10 : 200 , "4 - 6 
Ajlross 
Good ' river ' ;Yes '" ' 
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Scott County 
Davenport NW.14 33 20 200 2 -4 Shaly Yes Yes 12.88 85.42 1.70 
Davenport NW.14 33 20 200 2 -4 Shaly Yes . Yes 12.22 85.14 2.64 
Buffalo SW.l,i 21 25 1000 3 - 5 Shaly Yes Yes 21.09 75.14 3.77 
Buffalo SW.14 21 25 1000 . 3 · - 5 Shaly Yes Yes 14.43 83.36 2.21 
Buffalo SW.14 21 25 1000 3 - 5 Shaly Yes Yes 12.74 82.48 4.78 
LeClaire W. % 26 10 . 200 4 - 5 Yes Yes 5.30 61.41 ' 33.25 . 
Buffalo NW.14 24 30 600 3 - 4 Shaly Yes Yes 15.79 77.10 7.11 
Buffalo NW.14 24 30 600 15.57 76.12 8.31 
Tama County 
Indian Village SE. 14 7 10 150 2 - 5 Good 1mi Yes 84.50 
EAST-CENTRAL COUNTIES, 
Benton County.-On the eastern margin of the city of Vinton 
there are several outcrops of. good limestone some of which have 
been quarried to a small extent. The limesto:ite in the old quarries 
near Shellsburg was carefully tested and, like that in the quarries 
at Vinton, was found to be well adapted to use as fertilizer though 
phosphate is absent · in each of these localities. Limestone of 
good quality is found near Garrison also. . North of Vinton on . 
the Aungst farm and still further north on the same (west) side 
of Cedar river, quarries of high grade limestone were found to 
contain slight traces of phosphate. Several outcrops of high 
grade limestone are found east of Cedar river. 
The principal outcrops of limestone in Benton county are 
shown on the map opposite page 130 arid indicated iIi the table 
on page 128. Norton (ret 47 A, p. 374) also gives a number of 
analyses for Linn and Benton counties ~howing that the total 
carbonates range from 92 per cent to 96 per cent. 
Black Hawk County.-Practically all of the lin:;testone outcrops 
in Black Hawk {Jounty 'consist of magnesian limestone ranging 
in purity from about 80 per cent in the eastern ·and southern 
parts to 90 'per cent of c~lcium carbonate in the region around 
Cedar Falls. 
Reference 66, page 531, gives an analysis of a sample of lime-
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EAS'l' CEN'l'RAL COUNTIES. X INDICATES LIMESTONE; X IN SQUARE, DOLOMITE; TRIANGLE, MINOR OUTCROPS AND QUARRIES. EITHER WITHIN A CIRCLE INDICATES PRODUCTION OF AGRICULTURAL LIME. A BLACK LINE SHOWS APP OXIMATE BORDERS OF THE AREAS OF PLATE VI. 
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stone (C-eaar Valley) from· Waterl60 'Withpercenta.ges as ' fol-
lows: insoluble, 1.92'; iron 8.Ji'd alumina, 4.20:; caicium carbonate, 
63.59; and 'magnesiUln carbonate; ' 30.92; total carbonates, '94.51. 
The succession of beds in ' the ' so~theastern township of the 
county is well represented at the quarries of Hawkeye Quarry 
Company'at Glory between LaPorte City and Brandon on 'the In-
terurban railway. 
Section at Glory, Iowa 
(Cedar Valley) 
FEET 
1. Limestone, weathered, brown to yellow, thick to· thin-bedded______ 10 
2. Shale, clay parting, very thin . 
3. Limestone, buff to gl'ay, lit~ogl'aphic in upper part; gives weak 
reaction for phosphate --... -.--.-.. -....... - .... -.-.... -.... -........ -...... -.-......... II 5 
4. Shale, clay parting, maximum thickness about one inch 
5. Limestone, blue, thin chert nodules and lenses, thin shaly part-
ings present; tellts for phosphate in cracks ._ .............. _ ...... ,...... 10 
6. Limestone, buff, granular, very slightly phosphatic . __ .... _._ ........ _ 1 
7. Limestone, blue; thick-bedded, two bands of buff color 4 feet 
apart; some slightly phosphatic nodules ... ___ ._._ ........ _ ... _._..... 10 
.Cedar County.-Cedar county, lHre Linn, has two areas of lime 
rock, the dolomite east and north of the line shoWn on the map 
along Cedar river and the limestone west of it. The position of 
the dividing line is only approximately correct as shown on the · 
map and continues in a southeasterly direction across the north-
eastern corner of Johnson county. Analyses of the limestone 
show percentagf;'ls of CaCOa as follows: 93.61, 96.91, 96.73, and 
one 78.75 with 20.16 per cent of MgCOa (ref. 66, page 531). Nor-
ton (ref. 47 A, p. 374) gives an analysis of a stone at Lime City 
which shows a content of 99.11 per cent.of total carbonates. 
Gower toWnship, referred to iIi the table on page 128, is number 
80 north, range 4 west, and Sugar 'Creek is number 79 north, 
range 2 west. ' . . '. . ' 
Clinton County.-Clinton county is almost wholly in the dolo-
mite area: . An analysis 'of a sample taken from- a quarry in the 
northeast' part. of the city of Clinton gjve~ 59~44 per cent of CaCOs' 
and 39.62 per cent of' ~rgCOs, total carbonates, 99.06 per ' cent 
·(ref. 34); ' and 6'ne collected in the southeast' quarter of se~tion 
27, Waterford township, 83 N . , R. 2 E., · c~~tains 54.14 per cent of 
CaCOa and ··41.58 per cent of MgC03; tofal .carbonates, 96.72 per 
cent: Reference 57, page 395, in Ii sectio'n for a quarry near De-
• 
• 
• 
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Witt; ·showsbeds of dolomite and'limesthne in' the same ·section. 
Figure 14·shows ·av.iew in one of-the'doiomite quarries at Lyon·s. 
, ·Delaware County~"--The ". Niagara limestone·" 'of this' county is 
ch~efl.y dolomite and underlies Iiearly all ' parts 'ofthe · cotlrtty. 
Areas' of ·limestone are found in the' sOutheast 'quatter of se'Ctibn 
8, 'U nron townshi.p, ' 87 north, range I 4 west, : and ' 'along" Pl'airie 
creek in sections 27, 28 and 29 of Coffins Grove · t0Wnship, west 
of Manchester. Along the bluffs near where Maquoketa river 
leaves the county and perhaps in other' places there are also sev-
.. , 
FIG. 14.-A quarry in. dolomite at Lyons, Clinton cO)lnty, Tliin layerS of chert 
nodules in the upper left quarter of the picture. 
. ; . . ' . I " " r " 
eral OJItcfopS consisting ehi~f1.y· ()f limEl£t€me. (See map, opposite 
page 130,. an~:L ~nalyses', page 129.)· ... " '. " I' 
Che'rt occurs more or less extensively in nearly all of.the ·out-
cr.ops in .the county ... In, the. .q1:1a:rry in. the ' northwest quarter of 
the. northwes.t quarter . o~ S~cti0Jl 6) Milo. tovvnship,t a few 'miles 
south, of Manch~ster.i oheut and .dolomitel are ' fo-qnd. in nearly 
equal quantities . .. A.large amount of: chei'tis found also . a'i6ng a . 
nQrth-south ridge . three to · four 'miles east of Manchester ' and in · 
sey-eral oth,er .places. in .. the county. .-. . '.' ' , .' 1:. " . " 
p,ubuque Countv.-Along the . bluffs: of . Mississippi . rivet · at· 
Sp'echts . F,erry . and at . Zollicoffer. Lake a ·goo.d quality of lirne-
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stbile 'is found . . Several ahalys~s 'show 'the ' rock 'in 'the former 
location to contaih 15 to '90 per cent"of calCiUm catb'onate and 
from a 'fraction of one per cent to ri.€lar~y l Seven pe'r .c'ent of mag-
nesium carbonate. Analyses o'f SL"'C ' samples from 'Zollicoffer . 
Lake (ref: 6:6, 'po '533) ' show 'the follbwing percentages of calcium 
carbonate respe'ctively: 80.14, 77.93, 78.24; 84.16, '86.33 and 90.20. 
At Eagle Poi~t in North Dubuque and probably at several 
other places in the county beds of limestone are found alternating 
With beds of dolomite in the same quarry or ' outcrop. A .strip 
FlO. 15 .-A view of the Eagle Point quarry taken from the bridge at Dubuque, Layers of Jime' 
stolle and of dolomite are found in this bluff. 
about one township wide along Mississippi river contains s.ome 
beds of limestoni:i and' some of. d6lorrilte promiscuously distribut-
ed. Underlying all of the upland to the 'west of this strip is the 
tyPical 'doldmite of northeastern Iowa. N o'rth Dubuque township 
referred to in the table' of analyses is number '89 north, range 4 
east, and the' location referred to is ·the big quatry at the Missis-
sippi river bridge at Eagle Poiht ' shown in figure 15'. Taylor 
town'sHip is number 88 north, ran'ge l 'east,.a:nd Vernon township 
is iit range' 2 east, '88 north: The analysis gi~€in is 'that of screen-
ings. An: analysis ' (ref. 'MY 'of 'face rock here '(hot gfvenin the 
table', jjage''129) ls 'CaCOa, 55:?5 'per ce~it; ':MgC03 ' 40.9~ per cent; 
tota:l 'carbonates,96.32 per cent.: , , ' 
r 
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CaTeful ' tests ' failed to' show the presence of any considerable 
amount 'of pho'sphate in the 'lime'stones of the coUnty. 
Jackson Oounty~-The outcrops alid quarries of Jackson COUll-
' ty are practically alHn 'the dolomite area. ' In a: few places in the 
county, as in an undeveloped area' on North Maquciketa 'river in 
the east half of section 9; Brandon township, which'is 85 north, 
FIG, l6,-State quarry and crusher near Anamosa, Jones county, The rock is dolomite. 
rangel east, an area of limestone, is found. The analyses given 
in the table on page 129 are from South Fork township, which is 
84 'north, tarIge 2 east; and from Bellevue, which is township 86 
north, range 4 east. . 
Johnson Oounty.-Tests made some years ago at 'Iowa City 
show that the limestone at 'that town contains 87.79 per cent of 
calcium carbonate and 4.66 per cent of magnesium carbonate. 
The data given in the tables' on page 129' refer to samples which 
were, obtained from Jefferson township, which is 81 'north, range 
7 west; Big ' Grove toWnship, whIch is 81 ~orth, 'range ' 6 west; 
and East Lucas township, which is 79 north, range 6 west: 'These 
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p~l+ces can be easily . located on Plate VIII, opposite page 130. 
The total carbonates.fo,r the above locations are :J efferson, 96.06 
per cent; East Lucas, 95.48 per . cent.; and Big Grove, 94.53 per 
cent. ,: . 
Refer~nce 66,. page 534, gives an analysis of limestone at ' 'Iowa 
City" wh()se tQtal carbonates aggregate .94.45 per cent. 
J O'fl,es County.-The analyses of rock fr,om jones 'county which . 
appear in the table. on page 129 refer .to specimens from Fairview 
township, which is 84 north, range 4 west, and from Cass town-
ship, Which is 85 north,in the same range. The ;rock in this 
county is practically all in the dolomite area and this' locality has 
produced many excellent specimens of· fossil forms from the 
quarries and outcrops along Maquoketa ' ri ver. 
The third analysis given in the table 9f analyses for Jones 
county, page 129, shows the composition of screenings from. the 
locality (Stone City) described in the second line of the same 
table. The analysis in the fifth line of the same table shows the, 
test made on screening~ from the locality described in the fourth 
line. A vIew of the State quarry at Anamosa is given in figure 16. 
Linn County.-The lime bearing rock of Linn county may be 
divided into two gr,oups separated by an irregular line extending 
in a southerly direction approximately along the middle of range 
six west, passing near Coggon and Central City, crossing Cedar 
river just below Cedar Rapids and running nearly parallel to 
the river and one to two miles west of it. East of this line , the 
hard rock is chiefly dolQrnite; west of it limestone is found as 
marked' on the map, page 130. Screenings from the northeast 
quarter of section 15, Frankljn to'wnship, tested as follows: im-
purities, 3.41 per cent; total . carbonates, . 96.58 per cent. See 
analyses,page 12Q. '. : , 
Grundy, Marshp,ll .and Tama Counmes.-LeGrand township, 
Marshal~ county, is 83 north in r,ange 17 west and Marion is num-
ber 84 north in the same range.. Clay township, 86 north, range 
. 17 west, in Grundy' ~ounty, contains the only limestone outcrops 
of the courity. They, are located near Conrad and Beaman along 
the creeks and containJimestone. suitable for uSe as a soil amend-
ment. These beds are but a no.rthward e~tension of the rocks 
~" 1 •.
which outcrop in western Tama.and eastern Marshall counties. 
There are several outcrops of a good grade of limestone in 
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Tam~ co,~nty n,O~th C!f ¥onFoTJ.~ ~II}djan Vilhtg~ towIlsl).ip, num-
ber 83.,. ~Nlge J6w~~t, ~nd, ;thes.e .. b~q.s. ~;x:tfl,I).d i;nto .Cl'ltrlt,o;q.. ,~own­
ship. which, IS just ., ;no:r;t4 of Indian , "Villag~ .. , r;Dhe cha~acter of 
this rock is well represented by the analyses made from sa~ples 
obtained a,t .1\ qu.a.rry just, a<}fOSS .tl,l~)ine .in Marr:;hall cp.unty in 
LeGrand tQWP-~4ip,· 83 rno,r;th, r,ange .17. w;e.st,and. ill ,Mar,]Qn tQwn,. 
ship, '8~ nprth i,n th~ . saw~· r~~g~. . . . , . . 
FIG. 17.-An old <!uar ry al.ong tp,e nortp bluff of Iowa river in Marshall county. :rhe rock is 
liinestone.' ' " I, . 
I ; .,' i, 
Analyses ' of the r,oc~~ at .Quarry which .. ar,e given in r.eference 
66, page 53.5, show.it to contain calcimIl:.Carbonate as ,foll.ows!: 
ooFte, 9.8..30 per cent; . blue limestone, 97.95 .per cent • . The mor.e 
definitely stratified limestone contains . 9.0.04 per cent and also 
8.08 per cent of magnesium carbonate. No, appreciable amount 
of phosphate was found in the samples. Figures 17 and 18 give 
views of some of the quarries in .Marshall county. 
Muscatine 9 ounty. . .,.......Muscatine is £amous for its .development 
of the p~arlbut~on industry and there are more than twenty 
button factories ,in the city. Th~ "bu,tton. dust'~ or waste·mater-
ial from, tp.ese factories jS"ShOWIl by analy,sis. to be 97.46 .per· cent 
pure . carbpnat~,. an.d therefore. of unusually high ,quality . . , ..; . 
Brott Caunty.-The map on .page 130 shows the dividing line 
between. tpe ljmes,tone and dolo;mit~ .. areas. of the county::to ·extend 
" , I' '" , • ' 
""" • f 
( • I' ~ . ' 
, 
-: 
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nearly'eastand west 'about five 'mile~ ' north of Davenport; The 
rocks shown at the outcrops and quarries' around' Princeton and 
Le Claire as ,>veH 'as all others north of this division lirie consist 
FIG, 18.-A ledge of limestone showing lenses of chert 
(light color) along the bedding planes between 
the layers, Quarry one mile north of Le Gra.nd. 
Ma.rshall county. 
of dolorcite. The qUaTries, at ~ettendorf ' and Linwood, o~ the 
other hand, and in Buffalo, the southwestern township of the 
county, are in an ,impure limestone whose total carb.on;:ttes range 
'from 78.91 per cent at Buffalo to 87.78 per cent atBettendorf, as 
is shown In the 'table of analyses on page 130. "Stone du~t" 
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from these localities is sold in: several nearby coUnties on each 
side of Mississippi river. . .... 
The analysis (ref. 34) in the :second line from ' the top of the 
table on page 130 is for screenings from the Bettendorf quarries 
east of Davenport; that in the fifth line is for. screenings from 
Dolese Bros. at Buffalo; and that in the bottom line of the same 
table iR for screenings at t~e Linwood q~aqy. 
Analyses of Linnestone, in Sout'/!eastern Counties 
Appanoose CO'Uflty 
Vermillion SE. 1426 . 8 250 4 - .6 Good· Yes No 5.10 93.97 
Vermillion SW.14 25 5 100 4 - 6 Good Yes No 7.23 91.03 
Davis County 
Salt Creek NE. 1,4 11 8 100 6 . Good llhmi Yes 11.22 87.61 
Des Moines County 
City of 
Burlington SW. 1,4 33 40 500 66.38 29.49 
H enry County 
.93 
1.61 
1.17 
4.13 
Center SW. 1,4 17 20 300 4 - 5 Good Yes Yes 5.95 81.13 12.92 
Center Screenings (muddy at times) Yes 27.81 68.39 3.80 
Center NE. 14 V 25 800 3 - 5 Good Yes Yes 9.21 77.36 13.43 
,l • •• Keokuk Coun".ty 
Van 'Buren N . lh 24 8 150 3 -4 Good 40rd 20rd:. . 9.57 88.40 2.03 
Center .<, 
Warren 9 & 10 20 500 3 Poor Yes lhlni. 25.48 73.29 1.23 
Sigourney NW.1,4 2 6 100 3 Good 40rd 40rd 4.23 94.19 1.58 
Lee County 
Montro,se NE.14 36 30 300 3 - 6 shale Yes Yes 9.06 87.36 3.58 
Montrose NE.1,4 36 shale Yes Yes 36.07 55.94 7.99 
Charleston SE.14 5 ! 4 60 3 - 6 Good 1 m.i 20rd 9.52 88.22 2.26 
Montrose NW.1,413 30 500 3 -6 shale Yes Yes 26.29 62.29 10.42 
Montrose NW.1,413 30 shale Yes Yes 36.39 48.60 12.21 
Keokuk ,BE. 1,4 26 2~ 300 4 . '-. () shaly . Yes .Yes 18.9l. ;. .72.73 8.36 
Keokuk ·SE. 14 26 shaly Yes Yes 26.02 68.28 5.70 
> 
.1 ·/ · " ' .. 
West r · 
Mahaska qounty . 
. .. ... ',' I " 
Des Moines SEl .. 14.25 ~ 8 . 200 . 4 .- Q ' 1 .m.i Yes 8.48 . 89.34 2.18 
Scott W . % 31 . , 8 100 4 - "6" Good 1 m.i Yes 8.?6 89.61 2.13 
White Oak . ,Center 7 10 200 , , 3 - .r4, · . Good 'Yes Yes ' 
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Monroe County 
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Pleasant NW.14 1 8 . 100 3 - 4 . Good 1 mi 20rd 6.29 90.63 3.08 
Van Buren 
Harrisburg 
Harrisburg 
Henry 
Farmington 
SW. lA, 30 
4 
SW. lA, 32 
SW.14 3 
NE.lA, 5 
20 
10 
10 
8 
10 
Van Bur!3n County 
200 3 - 4 Good 1 mi 40rd 
150 3 - 4 Good 3 mi 
, 125 2 -? Good 2lhmi 
100 2 Good 2 mi 
20Q . 4 - 7 . Good 40rd 80rd. 
Wapello County 
7.3T 
· 4.54 
8.06 
3.3 
91.45 
90.92 
89.53 
94.12 
1.18 
4.54 
2.41 
2.58 
Columbia SW.lA, 7 8 100 6 - 8 Good 1 mi 40rd 5.72 93.20 1.08 
Washtngton County 
Brighton NE.14 30 15 200 2 - 4 Yes Yes . 3.96 94.19 1.85 
SOUTHEASTERN COUNTIES. 
In Davis; Keokuk, Lee, Mahaska, Van Buren and Wapello 
counties a high quality of white limestone is foUnd in abunqant 
quantities along Des Moines and Skunk rivers and along some of· 
their branches. Practically all of the limestone in these locations 
is suitable for use as raw limestone fertilizer-the . problem is 
simply one of getting the rock crushed ' to the proper degree of 
fineness and applying It ' to the 'soil accor'ding to its needs. See 
the table of analyses, page 138, for details, also map, page 140, 
for locations. 
Lee County.-In . Lee county small traces of p~osphate were 
found as is shown in the descriptions given in the following sec-
tion: ' . 
Bectfon in McManus quarry at Keokuk 
1. Limestone, weathered, yellow to brown, ' fossiliferous,. eon': 
taining brachiopods and Archimedes; traces of phosphate 4 
2: Limestone, gray to blue, beds two feet thick; phosphate in 
,cracks ......... - ............ ' .. T .. ~ ................ , ............ -" .. --.. -.--- . 4 
3. S~ale, clay parting; weak reaction for phosphate. ___ .... :IA, 
4: Liinestone, thick bedded ... _ .... _ .. :._ .... __ .. _ .................... ____ . 4 
5. Shale, blue ... _ ................ _ ...... _ .. __ ..... _. ...,..--.... . 1 
6. Limestone, thin bedded; slight , traces of phosphate ..... _.__ 6 
7. Limestone, thick bedded, gray, a few small geodes' in the 
upper . part ... __ .. , ............. _ .......... _ .... __ 8 
8. Limestone, gray, thick·bedded, below main quarry floor ....... _... 5 , 
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Des lJ(oin.e$. Q9'U1?ity,-:::-:-InJ)e.s. ~QjJ.leS _CQ)11lty, aJ:QU1J.d .Bwlill,g-
ton and elsewhere, the limestone in some places is mixed with 
clay. But there are also localities in which the limestone is near-
ly pure. 
An analysis (r~f. 66, p. 532) of a sample from Burlington (ex-
act location not given), .shows the .specimen to'.,contain 93.11'per 
cent of calciilm carbonate and 0.84 per cent magnesium carbon-
ate, total 93.95 per cent. The quality of this rock makes it ex-
tremely desirable for use as a fertilizer. 
Henry Coulnty.-An analysis' by Professor Harper of rock 
, from the quarry in the southwest quarter. of section 17, Center 
township, two and onf-half miles southw.est of Mount Pleasant, 
shows 81.13 per cent of CaCOs with 12.92 per cent of ,MgCOs, 
.. total 94.05 per cent. Another sampie f~om the northwest quarter 
of section 17, also analyzed by Prof~ssor Harper, contains 77.36 
per: cent 6f CaC03 with .13.43 per cent o.f Mg.COa, totaI90.7R.per 
cent. See the map, page 140, for locations. 
J effe1"SOn County . ....:....:rrhe *ppermost' 'bed 'rock in the western 
three-quarters of Jefferson county is' chiefly shale and -sandstone 
which belong. to ,the, coal-producing group of. sedimentary layers . . 
The limestone' occurs in a few places along the creeks' and rivers :' 
in the localities shown on the map on page 140. Though no" 
analyses of samples from this 'county are given in the tables, the 
same high grade ' of limestone thab,s found in Lee, Henry and ' 
Keokuk counties exists here. 
Keokuk C01,tnty.-The 'specimen from Warren township, 75 
north, range 13 west, ' whose analysis is given in the table, is 'a 
sandy limestone. The western tier of townships· contains num-·' 
erous outcrops of sandstone, which is worthles'sas' a fertilizer. 
Van Buren township is number 76 north, r~nge '12 west, and 
Sigourney is the township just sO\lth of it. The total carbonates 
shown in the analyses are respectively, 90.43 per cent an,d 95.77 
per cent. .' . ' . 
, Louisa County.-An analysis of a sample of limestone taken 
near Morning Sun (ref. 66, p. 534) shows a content of 97.02 per 
cent of calcium carbonate and one by Harper from the exposure 
south of Elrick Junction shows that the rock contains only 60.56 
per cent of calcium carbonate with 34.47 per cent magnesium car-
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PLATE IX 
'
TO ~ e~ ~ HIt.s ~ N LJtf' \~ \, ~ =r . I ='~I l ~ I\~ - - . AIIIINGTO 
MAP OF SC'UTHEASTERN IOWA. AREAS OF LIMESTONE, DOLOMITE AND UNPRODUCTIVE AREAS ARE SEPARATED BY UNBROKEN LINES. OUTCROPS AND QUARRIES ARE SHOWN 
~Y SAM~ MARKS AS IN PLATr:S VII AND VIII. 
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bonate, total 95.03 per cent, and 4.97 per cent impurities. The 
major"parr'of ' the lime=Mattiig'bed- rocK'ilctlie county is goo'd, 
pure limestone. . 
Monroe Couniy.-The only)imestone outcrops of .any size in 
Monroe county are in the northeast corner across Des Moines 
river from Eddyville. .a test made from an outcrop about a mile 
west of' Eddyville in the northwes't quarter 6f section 1 shows 
the presence of 90.63 per cent of calcium carbonate, 3.08 per cent 
of magnesium carbonate, total 93.71 per cent, and 6.29 per cent 
of insoluble matter. 
" Wapello 'O ounty.- In Washipgton , township, sections 31 and 
32, .on the old coal mining property' at Laddsdale, west 'of Eldon, 
is a ledge of limestone about twenty-four to thirty inches thick. 
As there are thick shales above and below the limestone it has no 
commercial value. Sampl~s sent by the owner, Mr. W. R. Daum, 
_ were found by E. H. \l\T allace to contain : Impurities, 13.05 per 
cent; . CaCOa, 62.22 per cel).t; MgCOa, 24.45 per cent; P 20 5, 0.295 
'per' cent; tb'tal carbonates, 86.77 per cent. See also the table of 
analyses o,n 'page 139. ' ' , 
w.ashi.'I'}g~oJ'k. Q_Qunty.--::-Analysis shows that' 94.19 per .c~nt of . 
calcium carbonate and 1.85 -per cent of magnesium carbonate, 
total 96.0'4 per cent, with 3.96 :pet 'cent Of impuritie~, constitute 
the. proportions, respectively in a sample 'Obtained about a mile 
north. of Brightonalong·th.e 'highway. This' is in 'accord with the 
high , te~ts made by neallly ' every sample secured ' in the south-
easte:r.n, counties of ,the state. '.' . I; • 
Wayne Count~!".-Professo~ Harper's (:ref. 34) allalYf:?es l of 
samples obtained f;rom the 'sollth ' half of"seetion 36 ill' Wright 
township indicate 91.90 ,per cent and :77.95 per· cent respectively 
of ,total. carbonates-. These ledges are thin and th.e' outcrops ,ar-e 
relatively unimportant. Limestone probably can be shipped in 
more, cheaply th·an this rock · canl pe 'eru~hed. . . . " " ' 
. " 
, , . 
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. AMlyses of Limlestor!B in Other Counties 
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Deoa,tur County 
New Buda NW.1410 15 600 3 Good 40rd Yes 12.48 85.43 2.09 
Harrison County 
Jefferson N. lh 19 6 50 10 ,-30 Good 40rd Yes 5.98 . 84.75 9.27 
.' Madison County 
Madison SE. :1418 ,30 600 12 Good Yes 80rd . 8.88 86.46 4.66 
Madison S. lh 16 Yes Yes 18.88 73.52 7.60 
Madison N. lh 21 Yes ' Yes 
Madison , ~E. :14 4 12 5QO . 6 - 8 Good Yes Yes 9.85 88.24 1.91 
Scott NW·14 6 " 20 300 4 
:"'10 
Good 1 mi Yes 17.11 81.18 1.71 
Walnut , NW:.1410 15 200 5 Good 1 mi Yes 11.78 86.05 2.17 
Marion County 
Red Rock ~W.14 25 8 100 4 - 8 Poor Yes 40rd 95.94 4.06 1.27 
Clay SE.14 4 6 50 6 Good ' 40rd 40rd 8.82 91.18 2.99 
Montgomery County 
Sherman W. lh 27 1Z 200 3 -10 Good Yes 20rd 7.53 91.14 1.33 
Sllerman SE. 14 34 12 200 3 - 8 Good Yes 
OTHER COUNTIES. 
DecatUJr Cou.nty.-There are several outcrops of limt::stone near 
Davis City,and elsewher~ aiong the slopes of Grand River .v.alley 
in Decatur county. The quality of this rock is good, the percent-
age of calcium carbonate reaching 85 per cent as shown in the 
table of analyse:;; , above. The specimens analyzed were ob-
tained nea,r the railroad about two miles southwest of Davis City. 
It seems that small crushers might be profitably operated in 
Decatur county in producing pulverized limestone for local use 
as a soil amendment. . 
Harrison Cou.nty.-T~e , ou~crops of limestone ilJ. Harrison 
county. are relatively unimportant even though the quality of ma-
terial is good. 
Marion Co'tmty.-The outcrops of limestone in Marion county 
are most numerous along Des Moines river valley and its larger 
branches. The analysis given above is of a specimen from 
Clay township which was procured near Harvey and several 
• 
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other large outcrops: are found between .Harvey and the former 
town of Flagler:' A few. half-covel'ed exposures lie about three 
miles northwest of Knoxville, north .of the railroad and south-
east of 'Whitebreast creek. · In' the northeastern part . of. the 
" 
. " 
. ..... 
FIG. 19.-Limestone at the "Backbone" southwest 'of .Wi~' 
. .. , ;. terset, ¥~<l!s~n cPRnt,lC. " ',4 '. j ~ I ; •• 
county · along Skunk - rl'\rer valley · there ' ate ' several, 'OlltctOps 
of good l:i1nestone. A]l of. the . larger' areas 'of ;white limestone in 
the county.. contain rocK of high' quality which Will give 'excellent 
results when ground to a fine powder and used as"feitilizel': " rrh~ 
specimen analyzed from Red Rock township, see page 142, is a 
calcareous sandstone and is unfit for use as fertilizer. For other 
differences between sandstone and limestone see page 112. 
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Madison County-.-'--Latge quarrie's' at 'Earlham' 'and Peru anc1 
·large outcrops in the' vicinity of Wihtersef ('see fig.-19)' and in a 
few places in Clarke county south from Peru tbward Davis City, 
Decatur county, and along Grand River 'valley to the 'towa-Mis-
souri line, are found to produce an abundaJ!.ce of high grade lime-
stone remarkably well adapted for use as a soil amendment. The . 
FIG. 20.-Bethany Falls limestone (Earlham). The exposure here illustrated is found on the 
south side of a projecting ridge of the upland in. the southeast quarter of the northeast 
quarter of secti.on 2 of Ward township, Clarke county. 
quarries at Earlham are in Madison township and those at Peru 
are in Walnut township. 
These ledges constitute the lower part of what is known among 
geologists as the' Missouri lImestone. This fbtnhition 'contains a 
very small;'amdiuitof phosphate; · as"is shown iIi the 'desdriptio':n 
of an exposure :in·the quarry ·o'f.the FJr'trSt6he'aiid CeniEnit'Co:rtl~ 
pany as ToHows: ·" . , '. .. ; .. ' j .. '., •. ,; " 
... . .j:~,": .. ... '1~~ \ ~: • • ' ~ 1 
, 
• • ; J _ ~ 1 ~ 
• 
r . 
VALUE 'OF 'A QUARRY 'SITE 
-.1.' \ .. ,., " Seotion at ·Peru, MatUSon--coU'lity ' " . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
, 4 • 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
FEET 
Loess ............... _ .......... _ ............................ _ .... _ ............ _ .. :._ ... :............. 3 
·GJa:.ciau,till, · weathered and 'unweathered, partly blue.; ....... _ ......... ' .25 
Limestone, buff to yellow, much weather.ed, thick bedded, some 
nodules; gives weak ' reactiol'l: for' phosphate ... _: ... _'.: ........ __ ....... . 4 
Shil'le, a clay: partin,g; . gives weak re~ction for phosphate ...... lh, to 1 
Limestone, in 7 layers, compact, rust· filled cavities in upper foot; 
phosphate in joints and bedding planes ... :.. .... ;. .... _ .. : ... _ ..... :., .... : 6 
,Limest(jne, contains clay; very slightly phosphatic ... __ ............... 1 
Limestone, beds 1 foot thiCK 'above to 4 inches thick below; gives 
weak reaction for phosphate in the eracks ... _ .... _ .... _ .. _............. 5 
Shale,. blue to black, greeJ~ish gray below; . just beneath the main 
quarry floor .. ,_ .......... _ .... _ .... _ ................ _ .... _,._ ................ - .......... . 
1'45 
Montgo'mery County.-In the vicinity of Stennett in Sherman 
township there are several small outcrops of limestone of good 
quality but the beds are so extensiv~ly intercalated with layers 
of clay and shale that they are in the n'on-commercial class. 
Excepting the group of limestones extending from Earlham 
southward to Winterset, Peru and Davis City, there is little, if 
any, rock of commercial importance m southern Iowa west of 
Des Moines river. 
. . 
New and Re-opened Quarries: 
When the use of ground limestone on soils becomes more gen-
eral it may be necessary and profitable to re-open a large num-
ber of quarries that have not been worked for several years. The 
use of small crushers in producing an output of cheap pulverized 
limestone to meet local needs may require that new quarries be 
opened in many localities. The principal factors to be con-
sidered in selecting a location for a quarry are as follows: ' 
FAjJ',l'ORS AFFECTING THE VALUE OF A QUARRY SITlE. 
1. 'The kird and quality of rock should be found by test to be 
that aqapted to ,the uses intended. 
2 . . ,Th~ ~ock of the quarry should be free 'fr,om.lensesor lay-
ers of chert and fr~m layers of sand and clay. , 
'3. ' The area' 'frchr'i 'w1;lich ' 'available' st6ne maY' be ' obtained 
sHould be'large. ' , , , , ! ' " " 
4: ,THe' depth 'aridli:ind,'oI over~ur~dn o~ stripping to ' be' re-
moved S':houla .~ot be 'suchas' to 'requir~ excessive"expenditure'." , 
. 5;' i The height M 'rock face' 01; depth of quarrY it WIll be po~~i-
, ' I- . ,', "" 
• 
, \ 
• 
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ble to work should be sufficient for commercial development. 
Most successful quarries are :fifteen feet high or more at the face. 
6. The elevation of the quarry floor should be well ' above the 
water table or surface of the ground water. . 
7. The surface condItions. should permit thorough drainage 
of the quarry and its suroundings. 
8. Abundant space should be available .for the disposal qf 
waste materials. 
9. It should be located as near as possible to where its pro-
duct is needed. . .' . 
10. It.should be on or very near a highway and a railroad. 
Producers of Agricultural Lime 
. The follow'ing:firms have produced agricultural lime during 
the past four years : 
Bartlett & McFarlane. __ _____ , ___ __________ .... ____ .. ____ .. ______ Water100 
Bettendorf Stone Co. ________________ __ __ __ __ _____________ ~ ____ Bettendorf ' 
Burlington QAarry Co. ____ __________ ______ 19 S. 7th St., Keokuk 
Cedar Valley Trap Rock Co. ______________________ Cedar Rapids 
Dolese Bros. ___ ___ __ : _______ ___ _____________________ ___ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ ___ ___ Buffalo 
Eagle Point Lime W orks ___________ __ __________ _____ _______ ___ Dubuque 
Hale Roberts Stone Co .. _______ : ____ ___ ________ ___ ____ ~ ______ Iowa Falls ' 
Hawkeye Quarries Co. ______________ ________ ___ ___ ______ Cedar ' Rapids 
Keokuk Stone & Construction Co __________ _________________ Keokuk 
Linwood Stone & Cement Co. __________________ :____ c____ Davenport 
Mount Pleasant Crushed Stone Co. ________ Mount Pleasant 
McManus Quar~ies Co. ___ ___ ____ _____ ____ · _______ _____ ,____ ___ ___ . __ Keok:uk 
Murphy Construction Co. _____ ______ __ __ ____ __ _____ Louisville, Neb. 
Peru Stone & Cement Co ________________________ __ _________ · _______ , ____ Peru 
Quimby stone Co. __ · ___ __ ~: : __ ____ ~ ___ ~ ___ _____ ' __________ :___ __ ___ Mason City 
State Reformato'ry ______ :: ____ ___ :______ : __ -' ___ ~ : . _____ ~ _: __________ Anamosa 
Sugar Factory _______ : _______ _____ ______ :_. ____ ·_~ __ ___ . ___ "_,._: __ ~ _______ Belmond ." 
Sugar Factory ______ ._____ , __ ,-------,-------------.---------_---___ Mason. City 
Winneshiek Coun ty _, __ ~---,-- - --- ---- --- - -----.-- ---- ----------·-- : ---Decoran. 
.It is reported that agricultural lime is produced also. at Earl-
ham, Madison county; Gilmore City, Pocahontas county; .·Rut-
land, Humbolqt county; Hurstville, J .acksoncounty.; near Arling-
ton, Fayette county ;.on the ·Chicago"Mil~vaukee &,St.Paul rail, 
way west"of Marquette, Claytoncounty.;rahd at -Rock Valley in 
Marshall county. 
• 
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At some of these places,.the crushers are not operated every 
year and some of them run only during the summer season. At 
some of them the stone dust is a waste product but several of the 
companies have sold a thousand tons or more during one year. 
The limestone waste fr~m the sugar' factories at ;Mason City 
and at Belmond is highly recommended for use as fertilizer. 
SUIIll.IIlI8J"y and Conclusions 
1. Praytically all of the thick beds of limestone in Iowa afford 
good material fqr use as a soil amendment and most of this rock 
is of high quality for this use. 
2. ,Some areas in nearly every county in Iowa need: to have 
limestone appli~d. 
3 . . The supply of limestone is abundant and 'its distribution 
is favorable for its use wherever if is :p.eeded. 
4. There is some phosphate' in Iowa llmestones but it is pres-
ent in quantities too small to have a commercial value. 
5. 'The marls of Iowa are neither sufficiently rich nor abund-
ant to have much economic value. 
6. , There is no possibility qf obt~ining potash for fertilizer 
from the residues of Iowa lakes. ' ' 
7. The gypsum deposits of Iowa are of the best quality for 
use as ~'Land ' plaster". 
8. At present the pyrite of Iowa has no value. 
9. 'Sbme of the peat of Iowa could be used as a fertilizer filler 
and some of it may have value as an ingredient of stock food. 
~O. In many localities peat may be us~d for fertilizer as barn-
yard manure is used but with less satisfactory results. Its great-
est value for this purpose probably is on soils containing alkali 
and on sandy :soils. It contains about two 'per cent of nitrogen 
and less than one per cent e~ch of phosphorus and of sUlphur. 
11. The qlack, fine :and welt .. rott~d varietiel? of peat are more 
usefui as fertilIzer than the hard brown and fibrous ones, which 
decay too slowly. 
12. The peat-producing ·areasof Iowa are in the north-central 
part of the state. :Peat is found in a few other localities in river 
I , . 
bottoms. ' 
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